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THE FAMOUS LOW -CONSUMPTION VALVE
is recognised as a great advance in valve construction. Two " XTRAU-
DIONS" use practically no more current than one of most other types.
Amplification is, enormous, the factor being 12. Silent working, due to the
wonderful grid construction. Elements supported on two sides. Should
filament sag, it cannot touch the grid. The anode is immensely strong and
rigid. Send for our 40 -page Radio Book and read all about it. Mailed
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Adjustable Headphones, 4,000 ohms. per pair, 12 & and 11V

L.P. Transformers, tested and guaranteed each 94.1'
Aerial Inductance, T.M.C., 23 Tappings, mounted on ebonite,

lacquer finish ... .. each 91 -

Crystal Detectors in glass case ... each, 110 and 116

Perikon do. instrument finish, screw adjustment, each 3 -
Switch Arms, 4 laminations, complete ... each 3d.
Fixed Condensers, .odor to .00,, each, 911. .005, .o06 each 1/3
W.O. eTaeoliepiihdo.ne and Pillar Terminals, 4

doz. 15
B.A. complete,

.

S/eeVing, assorted ... per yd. 3d. ; per a yds. 8d.
Variometers, with knob and dial (not rubbish), each 2/10, 316& upwards.
Filament Resistances, really good each 1,6 and 2'-
Hated Terminals, W.0. or Telephone, 4 B.A. complete, 2 for
Filament Resistance Dials ... each 7d.
H.F. Transformers, Pin in. type, 350.450 metres, each 49,

2 500 3,800 metres .. each 73
Washers, all sizes doz, a doz. 11a,
Crystal Sets, Slider type, complete with highest resistance

Screwed Rod, az-inch lengths, I B A., 21d., 4 B.A. ... each, Id.

Write for post free catalogue
We have always in stock loyanic, R.1 Lioloso,
Sterling, W000hall, Marconi -Carom.
Cosscr, Ecliswa rt. Mullard, Dahilier, Siemens,C.A.C.,

eft., components in great variety.
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Radiax Reflexive Receivers and Quality Accessories
Very much in the air just now are the' various
Dual Amplification or Super -imposition Circuits.
In these circuits one or more of the
valves is made to do double duty.
This is a distinct gain, as tending towards economy
of operation, reduction of prime cost, and compact.
ness. We have produced a range of sets on this
principle, which we believe embody the best points
and circuits, and are, therefore, right up to -date.

No. 27 (REFLEX) 3 -VALVE
with one high and two stages of Low Frequency
Amplification. This is an excellent Loud Speaker
Set. Size rgit in. by to in. £12 -15 -0. Plus
Marconi Royalty, 37/6.

The RADIAX LATEST
No. 31 REFLEX
A Splendid 1/- Valve
Crystal Combination,
giving both high- and low.
frequency amplification. At
zo miles good Loud Speaker
results are obtained, and
Glasgow is well received on
'phones at 36o miles. Aerial
circuit tunes to ,,zoo metres
and has loading sockets for
longer waves. Radiax
anode coils enable all ranges
to be used. Reception is of
perrect purity, and this set
marks a big jump in efficiency.

If a D.E. Valve is used Accumulators may be dispensed with.
This Set is essentially " up to the minute." It makes its one
value do double duty -work overtime. And it does it well.
Price £7 -10 - 0. (Plus Royalties, 18/6.)

PRICES of RADIAX REFLEX SETS in PARTS for
CONSTRUCTORS. The prices given below include the
panel, the cabinet, all components, terminals, screws, switches,
mtervalve transformers or plug-in anode coils, reactance coils,
connecting wire, insulating sleeving - everything to make
the set. But not 'phones, batteries, valves and aerial.

No. 27P (3 -Valve), £9  5 - 0 Plus Royalty and Licence
Plate' 37(6.

No. 311 (1 -Valve & Crystal', 5 Plus Royalty and
01 Licence Plate, 12/6,

THE RADIAX
LOUD SPEAKER

for weak signals
Beats the smallest, equals
the largest in tone and
volume. Size 185e X so'.
Large diaphragm. Mag-
nets instantly I adjust-
able. All -British ISEIIN
Satisfaction or money
back.

THE
" RAD IOSTAT "

A universal filament
resistance, infinitely
variable. Suitable
for ordinary or D.E.

Valves.
Price 2/9.

COIL HOLDERS. -3 -way, I fixed,
2 variable, with long tuning handles,
7/6 2 - way, I fixed, r variable.
61.. 2 -way, cheaper set, 4/3. Coil
mounting, strip fibre, per yard, 9d.

Radiax super -sensi-
tive Headphones,
4,000 ohms, 2E8,
with cords. French
Headphones, well
finished and efficient,
4,010 ohms, 13'9.

Variometers on
tube formers with knob
a n d pointer, as illus-
trated, 3/-. Better
quality on ebonite
with ball rotor, 10/8.

Literature of all
Sets, Compo-
nents and Ac-
cessories, 3d.
stamps. All
applying will re.
ceioe Complete
New Catalogue
free on January

1st, 1924.

Everset Crystal to
Crystal DeteAor,

2/9.

Basket Coil
Mount, 1/3.

Standard Coil
Socket, 1/0

ACCUMULATORS
4 Volt zo Amp.... 19/6
6 6o 36 6

H.T. BATTE RI ZS
54 Volt ... . 9'6
66 11 9

DRY CELLS FOR
D.E. VALVES

T h e Super - Cell for
power and long life.
61 X 21, 2/8 each

Postage, I -6d. a -9d.

VARIABLE GRID
LEAN

steadily variable1 to 5
megs., 2/43.

46Z4

Basket Coils, Set of
7, tuning to about 3,6o0

metres, 3110e

RADIAX LTD.
20, RADIO HOUSE, PERCY ST.,
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,

LONDON, W.I.
(3 minutes Tottenham Court Road RADIA.I

or Goodge Street Tube). All=1111
Mussum 490. WE SATISFY YOU
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A SET AS A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
D0 not be misled by the above title into

thinking that this is an article only for
altruists; you will note that it makes no
mention of the person for whom the pre-
sent is intended ! There is no reason so
far as I know why a man should not give
himself a Christmas present as 'a small
token of appreciation of his herculean
labours during the past year. One remem-
bers a useful old saying about charity
beginning at home.

Range.
I am not going to talk about the

reception ranges of the various types of
set. You know, of course, that it is of
little use generally to employ a crystal set
at more than thirty miles from a broad-
casting station, and that if the recipient
of your gift lives within two or three miles
of a station to use a five-valver would be
rather overdoing things. You will already
have decided whether your gift is to be a
valve or crystal set, so that there is
nothing to be gained by discussing that
question.

Crystal Sets
Let us consider the,good and bad points

to be looked for in crystal sets first of all.
Generally speaking, the crystal circuit is
so simple that any kind of Set if reasonably
well made will give results of a kind. It
is to the attention which its maker pays to
little points of detail that the really good
crystal set chiefly owes the extra sensitive-
ness that will make so much difference to
the user. Look first of all at the panel on
which the set is mounted. If this is of fibre,
ask to see something else, for this material,
though an excellent insulator when per-
fectly dry,- loses a very 'large portion of
its good qualities when it is at all damp.
Fibre is strongly hygroscopic; that is, it
has a peculiar affinity for moisture, collect-
ing it from the air and soaking it in.
Hence in damp weather a receiver in which
either the complete set or various com-
ponent parts are fibre -mounted cannot be
looked to for first-rate results.

Next see to the tuning gear. The best
for crystals may be set down in the order
of merit as the loose -coupler, the vario-
meter, the stand employing loosely -
coupled basket coils, and the double -slide
single -layer inductance. A tuner employ-
ing honeycomb coils is not. as a rule satis-
factOry.' As the loose -coupler occupies a

good deal of space, the compact variometer
is probably the most suitable of all. But
whatever the type of tuning gear, make
sure that it covers a band of wavelengths
large enough for the broadcasting stations
at any rate, remembering that their wave-
lengths will very shortly occupy most of
the region between 300 and 500 metres. If
possible have it tested with a wavemeter,
but if this is not available get the sales-
man to tune in some station of known
wavelength and notice the position of the
variometer or condenser pointer. If the
inductance is of the right, size z L 0 on his
present (363 -metre) wavelength should
come in fairly close to the bottom of the
scale, whilst Birmingham or Glasgow
should be some distance up its upper limit.

Detectors
Next examine the detector in order to

make sure that it does allow proper adjust-
ment to be made. Perhaps the best type
for all-round work is that with a ball-and-
socket joint, which enables the crystal to
be searched thoroughly. Lastly see to the
phones, bearing in mind that with bad
phones even the best crystal set will work
disappointingly. The' current available is
so tiny that only the most sensitive phones
will respond to weak signals. Their com-
bined resistance should not be less than
3,000 ohms, and double that amount is
better still. It is also desirable that the
set should be provided -with a condenser
across the phones.

Valve Receivers
Now for valve sets. What has been

said about insulation applies here with still
greater force, for the tiniest leak . across
the panel may upset the working' of the
whole apparatus. Owing to its greater
range the valve set naturally brings in
more signals, hence its owner is more con-
cerned about the 'question of interference
by unwanted signals. For this reason the
tuner should preferably be of the double -
circuit type and so designed that it per-
mits a very loose coupling to be used. A
stand with swinging coils of the basket or
honeycomb type will be found excellent.
The single -circuit variometer, though not
quite so selective, has a good deal to
recommend it.

Whatever else you do, make sure that if
reaction -is fitted it is so designed that it
cannot cause interference by re -radiation,
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otherwise the set will become the cause of
many misgivings to the recipient if he has
anything of a conscience.

Where high -frequency amplifiers are
used potentiometer control is essential
unless some other device has been fitted
which enables the tendency to oscillation
to be checked properly. It is necessary,
too, for good results that valves working
at radio frequency should have their own
rheostats, for as they are doing quite a
different kind of work they cannot be con-
trolled properly by those which also
regulate a rectifier or note magnifier. The
rheostats of all valves should be smooth
in their action and should not give rise
to a series of loud clicks in the phones as
they are rotated.

In the case of note magnifiers, there are
two important points to look for if dis-
tortion- is 'to be avoided.' The first is to
see that the low -frequency transformer
used is of respectable size and good design.
A cheap nasty transformer will ruin
reception on any set. Secondly, it is
desirable in most cases, and essential if
the set is provided with one or more
stages of high -frequency amplification,
that the note -magnifying valve should be
furnished with a grid -biasing battery.

Valves
Valves should preferably be of a type

whose filaments are vertical, or at any
rate they should be arranged in the set so
that their filaments are in this position.
The horizontal filament asks for trouble,
since it tends naturally to sag down on to
the grid.

Lastly the phones demand attention.
These will usually be of the high -
resistance type, and it is important that
the resistance should not be too great, for
this means that very 'fine wire has "been
used for their windings; 2,000 ohms total .

resistance for the pair is quite as much as
should ever be used with a valve set. But
if they are of the low -resistance type, see
that the phone transformer is a good one.

Whatever kind of set you buy, hear it
tested. The loud signals of a near -by
station are excellent -as a means of dis-
covering distortion. But do not be content
with this; have the set tuned also if
possible to a weak distant transmission in
order to see whether it has really any
claims to sensitiveness. J. H. R.
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MOST experimenters agree that the
ordinary plunger -type slider is far

from perfect. In order to effect an im-
provement the writer constructed the set
shown in the adjoining illustrations. A
teak base, hollowed out underneath and
measuring 6% in. by 3% in., has four
strips of hardwood fitted one into each
corner, the length of each being deter-
mined by the maximum wavelength re-
quired. The rectangle formed by the
corners of the uprights should be about
5% in. by 2Y4 in. For broadcast reception
a 3 in. depth of No. 24 S.W.G. enamelled
wire (approximately lb. by weight)
will be found ample. An ebonite or hard-
wood top, on which is mounted a crystal
detector, completes the frame.

The slider consists of two strips of in.
by ,.' in. copper or phosphor -bronze, each
2 in. in length and provided with A -in.
holes at the ends. These bearing strips
are secured one to the top and one to the

rnmcnnovnener.oNvanarur..inarevninr#...

A NOVELTY
IN

CRYSTAL
SETS

ms.r..novnosill

base of the framework and project about
in. from the winding. Through these

supports a length of 2 B.A. screwed -rod
is passed, the top end of the latter being
provided with a knob, while on the lower
end two lock -nuts are placed.

The slider itself consists of a strip of
springy brass 0 in. by h in., approxi-
mately 3% in. in length; two z B.A. nuts
are soldered to the. centre, and one end
of the strip is bent round so as to grip
a small piece of wood. The other end is
bent into a suitable contact for the wire.

After shaping the ends the slider strip
should be bent so that when in position
both ends bear with some pressure on the
winding where it passes over the wood
uprights of the frame, the small piece of
wood held in the slider serving to prevent
both ends from making contact at once.
A small brass handle may be fitted to the
control knob and will be found convenient
for large movements of the slider. Move-
ments over single turns can be made by
turning the knob itself.

If carefully put together this slider will
be found easy to adjust, and alterations
can be made in tuning without jerking the
setting of any type of detector, an im-
portant point when long-distance experi-
ments are being carried out or when
searching for weak signals. CALCULEX.

WIRELESS CONTROL
THE many demonstrations of wireless

control that have been given lately
have aroused a good deal of wondering
comment. As a matter of fact, there is
no more magic in wireless control than in

wireless telegraphy or telephony. All are
related, for the essential factor in each
is the same. In the latter cases wireless
waves are employed for sending messages;
in the former they are used for "power"

purposes.

XQ

60v.

6v.

Diagram showing Princip e of Wireless Control.

Possibilities
Apart from its

aspect as a scien-
tific achievement,
the interest which
wireless control
holds for the
student of wireless
lies in the fact that
it opens to him
another I ine of
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experiment, and an extremely fascinating
one. Mr. John Hays Hammond, who
first proved the possibilities of wireless
control for boat steering, was an amateur.
Wireless control is the "baby" of the
wireless family. We know that the
thing can be done and, broadly speaking,
we know how to do it; but much has yet
to be discovered to perfect it before the
science can be accounted as having reached
the stage of practical utility. Therein lies
the chance of the clever amateur. He may
hit upon just the one thing needed to make
it a success.

Short Wavelengths
In most practical systems of control only

very short wavelengths are used. It is no
great problem to design apparatus for
transmitting these; the real difficulty lies
in the reception. Crystal reception, nol
being sensitive enough, is useless; valve
reception must be adopted.

Assume that a 20 -metre wavelength is
being used, it will be readily seen that in
order to tune in such a short wavelength
very -- small amounts of inductance and
capacity will need to be used: The valve
itself has probably a slightly variable
capacity, so that there must be no possi-
bility of error. Hence the difficulty in
receiving and in establishing satisfactory
control. Various methods of obtaining this
are open to the investigator. Leaving out
of consideration for the moment all ques-
tion of wavelengths, here is one plan that
may be tried with the ordinary receiving
circuits.

An Experimental System
Oscillations are set up in the receiving

aerial which cause variations of potential
on G. Current through the valve is varied,
the supply coming from H.T. battery and
flowing through transformer primary of T.
These variations are applied through the
secondary on to Gr, and finally rectified on
the last valve of the series. With suitable
arrangements one can have currents across
the points x x of the order of milliamperes,
and very sensitive, high -resistance relays
can be fitted in place of telephones and
can be made to operate quite big currents.
Really the system is a series of relays.
Practicable Systems

Considering now the method of estab-
lishing control, the system of having a
different wavelength for each piece of
apparatus is good enough in theory but
not in practice, because of the number of
instruments that would be required in
receiving. The alternative is to use a
series of impulses. That means fitting
relay switches, each of which has a
definite time lag. The system would then
be such that each switch would be closed
by a specific number of impulses. For
example, No. I switch would close by one
impulse, No. 2 switch by two impulses,
and so on. The switches. could be operated
speedily, and as each one would manipu-
late a particular instrument in the "con-
trol" installation you would be able to

(cca hided in third column of next page.)
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THE SUPER CIRCUITS.
ti

REFLEX AMPLIFICATION
(Concluded)

Making a Valve Do Double Duty

FIG. S shows a more recent arrangement
due to Mr. Scott -Taggart. Here the

grid of the valve is fed with high -frequency
energy from the aerial through the coil LI,
which is coupled to the A.T.I., whilst low -
frequency currents are simultaneously
applied through a transformer T TI to the
grid from a crystal connected directly
across the aerial as shown.

The plate circuit of the vAlve is tapped
on to the A.T.I. at the point P so that the
amplified radio and audio currents are
forced back into the aerial. This gives
rise not only to the ordinary high -fre-
quency reaction effect due to coupling the
plate output at L2 with the input coil LI
in the grid circuit, but also to a re -
amplification of the rectified components
which are fed to the valve a second time
through the crystal K and transformer T
TI.

Two -valve Circuit
Fig. g represents a simplified diagram

of a two -valve dual -amplification circuit
due to the same author. The second valve
v2 serves as a note magnifier giving two
stages of low -frequency amplification,

IV

A feature of this circuit is
the provision of a stabilising
resistance RI across the grid
and filament of the first valve.
helps to prevent self -oscillation,
consequent howling, when ordinary re-
action is introduced by coupling the coils
LI, L2 together.

Casc:.-de Working
There is, of course, no reason  why

double magnification should not be applied
in cascade to each valve of a multivalve
set. In such cases as the output increases
with successive stages of amplification
there is a natural tendency for the later
valves to become choked up with excess
currents, whereas the first valves carry
only a comparatively small load.

In order to adjust matters the load may
be spread equally over the valves in the
following way. Suppose there are three
valves before the rectifying crystal. The
low -frequency currents from the crystal,
instead of being led directly back to the
grid of the first valve, are first fed to the
third valve. From here they are passed
back to the second, and finally reach the

Clunk, it Wireless

This
and

" WIRELESS CONTROL " (COniiinta from precedirg
page)

make the instruments function as you
wished. Exact time intervals could be
produced electro-mechanically, and in
place of different wavelengths the system
would operate by varying lengths of
impulse.

The Crucial Secret
Experimentally control has been estab-

lished up to a distance of eighteen. miles
and maintained with fair certainty and
continuity.

The principle of the "leader" cable, now
being used for guiding ships and aircraft,
was known for many years, but no pro-
gress could be made with it until the
invention of the valve amplifier supplied
the only thing needed to enable "leader"
cables to be installed on a practical work-
ing basis. It is quite within the range of
possibility that an amateur in building a
miniature set of control apparatus will
happen upon the crucial secret that will

TalE T1

Off

Fig. 8 (left).-Scott-
Taggart Dual-ampli-

flcat!on Circuit.

Fig. 9 (right).-Two-
valve Dual -amplifi-

cation Circuit.

C2 0005) T3

sufficient to enable the set to work a loud-
speaker. The first valve is of the tuned -
anode type with a crystal K and trans-
former primary TI shunted across the con-
denser c2 as in Fig. g. Low -frequency
currents flowing through the primary Ti
are transferred via the secondary T2 to the
points M N, which are in effect across the
grid and filament of the valve VI. The
resulting plate output of the valve vI flows
through the low -frequency transformer T3,
the secondary of which is in the grid cir-
cuit of the valve V2. The loud -speaker is
inserted in the output circuit of the latter
as shown in the diagram and photograph.

first valve, which carries the phones.
Valve number one then passes a small
amount of high -frequency mixed with a
large proportion of low -frequency energy.
The middle valve carries half and half,
whilst in the third valve a large bulk of
high -frequency is combined with a small
proportion of low -frequency energy. Each
valve is in this way made to carry a total
current of approximately the same value.

M. A. L.

When corresponding with advertisers
please mention "Amateur Wireless."

give to the system the final touch o

effic.iency. J. J. B

SHELLAC VARNISH
IT sometimes happens that when finishing

some work one suddenly realises that
all the shellac varnish has been used up
on a previous job. More can quickly be
prepared by putting some shellac and
methylated spirits in a bottle and placing
this in a saucepan of boiling water. The
shellac dissolves in a few minutes. This
method saves leaving it for twenty-four
hours to dissolve in thr. 3rdinary way. S.
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THE type of transmitting valve used
in amateur stations is, constructionally,

very similar to the average receiving valve
with the exception that, as a rule, the
electrodes are slightly larger. In actual
operation, however, there is one important
difference. A receiving valve utilises the
minute oscillations which are collected by
the aerial to alter slightly the voltage of
the grid. This small change of grid
voltage, by virtue of the control the grid
has over the emission from the filament,
varies to a greater or less amount the
steady current flowing in the plate circuit.
Now if in this plate circuit we insert a
pair of telephone receivers in series we
shall produce an audible reproduction of
the incoming signals. Since the ratio of
the change of plate current to the altera-
tion of the grid voltage, necessary. to pro-
duce that change is in comparison large,
the receiving valve is to all intents and
purposes acting as a very sensitive rela)
having practically no time lag.
Operation

The transmitting valve, on the other
hand, operates, so to speak, in the reverse
way. Let us try and see what exactly
does happen in this case. The diagram
shows a very simple circuit in which v
is the transmitting valve, and we shall
also see that the grid is connected through
the grid -tuning circuit G T C to the nega-
tive end of the filament, and another coil
PC is inserted in series with the plate to
the positive terminal of the H.T. generator.

We will now imagine that we have
switched on both the filament -heating
battery and the H.T. generator. What
happens? Owing to the emission of elec-
trons from the heated filament a flow of
current takes place between the positive
terminal of the H.T. 'generator and the
plate of the valve via the plate coil PC.
Now this flow of current sets up magnetic
lines of force surrounding P c, and if this
coil is brought near, that is, "coupled" to
the grid coil, these magnetic lines of force
will set up a similar current in the grid
coil, thus varying the voltage of the grid
of the valve and by this variation of grid
voltage controlling the actual current in
the plate circuit.

At first sight one would be inclined to
think that as long as the filament was
alight and the H.T. generator running the
transference of, electrical energy from the
plate coil to the grid would simply result
in the grid being maintained at a certain
positive potential depending on the initial
current in the plate circuit, thus giving
us a greater steady plate current than
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U R TRANSMISSION
TRANSMITTING

VALVES
would be obtained if the grid merely
remained at the potential of the negative 
end of the filament.

Natural Frequency
As a matter of fact, due to various

reasons, this is not the case. To take just
one of these reasons-the others we shall
come to later-we shall notice that a con-
denser is placed in parallel to the grid -
tuning coil, thus making the grid a part
of an oscillatory circuit, that is to say, a

Diagram of Simple Transmitting Circuit.

circuit containing inductance and capacity.
This circuit will therefore have a natural
frequency of its own depending on the
dimensions of the inductance and con-
denser, and any current set up in it will
be of an oscillating -nature. To put it in
a slightly simpler manner, the voltage ,:and
current components of .this current will
swing a certain amount either side of A
mean value.

Going a step further with our investiga-
tions, we shall see that .the current in the
grid circuit.is induced into it by the initial
current flowing in the plate circuit, and
since the resultant current in the grid
circuit is oscillatory in nature, the voltage
of the grid Will also oscillate- round a
mean value; in other words, the grid will
alternately be made a certain amount more
negative and more positive than its mean
value.

This fluctuation of grid voltage will,
since the grid is the controlling element -
in the valve, cause a corresponding fluc-
tuation of the plate current, and thus an
oscillating current will be set up in the
plate circuit, and the final result is that
the two circuits, plate and grid, will (if
the design of the valve, plate inductance
and, grid inductance and condenser are
correct) pull in step one with the other, and
continuous oscillation will ensue as long

as the filament battery and H.T. generator
are switched on.

We thus see that, fundamentally, the
operation of a simple transmitter and our
old friend the single -valve reaction circuit
are the same, except that the former uses
the initial plate current to set up oscilla-
tion and the latter the incoming oscilla-
tions set up by the signals across grid and
filament.

Valve Design
Mention has been made abOve to the

effect of the design of the valve on the
oscillation of the circuit. If our trans-
mitting valve has its grid so designed that
with a certain value of high-tension volts-
let us suppose Soo-and with the grid con-
nected to the negative end of the filament,
the curve, which we obtain by plotting
the plate current against the grid volts, is
such that the lower bend falls right across
zero -grid -volts line. From this it will
therefore be seen that the rate of change of
plate current when the grid is nega-
tive to its mean value will not he
the same as when the grid is more
positive or vice versa, and we shall fail to
get a true oscillating current set up. We
must always arrange things in such a way
that the line of zero -grid -volts will cut the
straight portion of the curve, which should
also be straight for a sufficient distance on
both sides of this mean point to allow us
to use a considerable amount of oscillation
without coming off this straight portion.

,If we had to use a valve whose curve
gave a bend just on the line of zero -grid -
volts, we could get over this difficulty in
either of the two following ways. First,
by increasing the plate volts; this has
the effect of moving the curve bodily to the

.left, and we could so increase the voltage
until the straight portion fell on the right '
point. Or we could obtain the same result
by making the grid positive with respect
to the negative limb of the filament. This
latter method, however, is not used in
practice because certain grid currents are
set up when the grid is made positive
which have the effect 'of causing very bad
distortion of the transmitted speech.

Since we may not be able to vary the
voltage of our H.T. generator sufficiently
to move the curve far enough to the left,
it is better to use a valve which is designed
to give distortionless speech with the grid
connected to thenegative end of the fila-
ment with a certain value of H.T. volts.
Such a valve can be obtained from any of
our valve manufacturers, who are always
glad to advise what particular type should

(Concluded at foot of page 663)
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0PRACTICAL
ODDS AND ENDS

Bushing Wooden Panels
MANY people,. in the interests of

economy, are now using wooden
panels, and a good method of bushing
them is as follows : Cut pieces of ebonite
tube of a suitable diameter in. longer
than the thickness of the panel and soak
them for a short time in boiling water.
On removing them from the water, quickly

=
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m11 1illy
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Method of Bushing Wooden Panels.

dry and slip over the terminal screws.
Holding the tube so that rA in. protrudes
both above and below the panel, tighten
the nut, when the insulation will flatten
out and form a neat and secure bushing
as shown in the right-hand diagram.

E. J. H.

Before the Halyard Breaks
SOME amateurs must have wondered how

they are going to manage when the
halyard breaks, as it eventually must do,
even when treated rope is used. To avoid
undoing all the hard work connected with
the erection of a substantial mast, a good
plan is to fix an endless length of single -
strand galvanised -iron wire round the
pulley, long enough to reach down to
within a convenient distance when the
mast is erected. Should the halyard break
a new piece of rope can be fixed to the
aerial line and the end of this rope
attached to the endless wire, which can
then be pulled up and over the pulley.

G. C. B.

Cheap Vernier Condensers
FOR the most efficient reception vernier

condensers are nearly always required.
cheap type can be easily made from

straight lamp glasses. Two of these
should be obtained, of such a size that
one slides within the other, leaving only
a small air gap between them. If the air
gap is very large some thick paper can be
wrapped round the smaller glass. On the
outside of both glasses should be stuck
pieces of tinfoil half -way round the cir-
cumference; these strips act as the plates
of the condenser. For adjusting it two
movements are possible. One is simply to
rotate one tube and the other is to pull
the inner one out. Ordinary chemical
test -tubes can also be used. S.

Valve -set Connections
WHEN the construction of a receiver

employing valves, either as detec-
tors or amplifiers, is complete the filament
accumulator should first be connected -up
to be certain that all the connections to
the valves and filament resistances are
correct. The high-tension battery should
always be connected last so as to eliminate
the possibility of having the valves burnt -
out through improper connection of the
high-tension battery to the filament leads.

R.

Crystal Combinations
SOME ambitious experimenters may find

it an interesting and instructive
pastime to test crystals of diffeient kinds
for sensitivity. While thousands of
crystals and combinations of crystals have
been tried, a new combination may acci-
dentally be discovered that 'will give
results better than any yet obtained. R.

Efficient Reflex Circuit
NOW that reflex circuits are becoming

increasingly popular we are all try-
ing to find the most efficient circuit. The
one shown below is of American origin
and is claimed to be very efficient. It
differs from the usual reflex circuit in
that a high -frequency transformer is used
as well as a low -frequency transformer.
Points to note are as follow : By-pass con-
densers must be placed across both L.F.
transformer windings, phones and H.T.
battery. A tuned -anode circuit is used and

Circuit Diagram of Reflex Circuit.

the primary of the H.F. transformer should
alsO be tuned. The coupling condenser
between the windings of the H.F. trans-.
former can be of about .0003 microfarad
capacity and may with advantage be vari-
able. The best connections for the trans-
formers and the crystal detector will be
found by experiment. D.

Aerial on Span Roof
WHERE amateurs have sloping roofs

the method shown in the diagram
can be successfully used for the erection
of an aerial. Two pieces of wood, pre-
ferably of square section, should be jointed
together with a nut and bolt and placed
on the roof as shown. The parts resting
on the roof should be clamped to the

Fixing Aerial on Span Roof.

rafters in order to keep them rigid. This
system does not allow of the wires being
kept very far from the roof, but in cases
where no other aerial can be erected this
suggested aerial is better than none at all.
Reel -type insulators may be fixed at the
ends of the supports. Care should be
taken to keep the wires as taut as possible,
otherwise they may touch the roof. D.

"AMATEUR TRANSMISSION (continueri from
page 664)

be used to give best results on the
particular circuit the experimenter pro-
poses to use.

In conclusion, for those Who only wish
to use small powers of, say, 5 watts, cer-
tain the valves now on the market for
loud -speaker use will serve excellently,
and have the advantage that in many cases
the plate voltage need not exceed 300.
Whatever type of valie is used, however,
great care should be taken that the makers'
figures feu- filament and H.T. volts are
not exceeded.

Increasing the filament volts above the
figure stated will probably increase the
power the valve will handle, but in so
doing the life of the valve will be very
greatly decreased. Similarly if the H.T.
voltage is increased the vacuum of 'the
valve may suffer and it will, perhaps,
become "soft."

Remember that if a valve is rated at
15 watts, this is the figure obtained by
multiplying the plate current by the plate
volts at a particular value of grid volts,
usually zero. It does not mean that you
will obtain 15 watts in the aerial, because
the watts in the aerial depend on the
efficiency (or otherwise) of the actual trans-
mitting circuit. G. L. M.
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ANNOUNCING ELECTION RESULTS

The " Sunday Times" staff receiving the election results by wireless " Marconiphone " and " Amateur Wireless " technical experts testing
and tape machine. An ordinary indoor aerial was used instead of the the quality of reception. Note the power amplifier on the right. In the
frame which is in the background. centre is Mr. L. E. Wilson, the " Marconiphone" publicity manager.

LECTION results were broadcast for
the first time in Great Britain on

Thursday last (Dec. 6) simultaneously
from all stations. The first result came
through at 9.53 p.m and the last at 1.3o
a.m. on Friday. For a week before poll-
ing day amateur enthusiasts all over the
country took special precautions to ensure
that their receivers would be in good
working order to receive the results.
Many who did 'not then possess sets spent
large sums-in some cases a hundred
guineas or more-on receivers of all
kinds. One large firm was overwhelmed
with orders for elaborate cabinet sets, for
which prospective purchasers were pre-
pared to pay almost any sum-provided
they could have them for election night.

Thousands of people in London were
informed of the results through the
medium of two large loud -speakers erected
in the Strand by the Daily Graphic and the
Sunday Times in conjunction with the
"Marconiphone" department of Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd. From 7 p.m.
until early Friday morning a huge crowd
was kept together outside the offices of the
Sunday Times. All the items broadcast
from 2 L 0 were reproduced with great
clarity and were clearly audible over a
large area.

The loud -speakers were fixed up in the
balcony of the Sunday Times offices, which
are situated in the Strand just opposite Aus-
tralia House. Both music and speech could
be heard as far away as the Air Ministry

Election results were shown on a screen by the " Daily
Graphic " from this platform built out from the side of the
" Sunday Times " offices, in Arundel Street, Strand.

in Kingsway and King's College in the
Strand-this with traffic running and above
the miscellaneous sounds that are caused
by a crowd. In the opposite direction
broadcasting could be heard past the Law
courts. Everybody present was interested
in the reception of the opera Maritana,
relayed by wireless from the Old Vic
and then broadcast from 2 L O. Both
Acts and 2 were very well received.

Although great interest was taken in all
items of the ordinary broadcasting pro-
gramme, the excitement became great when
the election results began to come through.
By this time a huge crowd had collected,
and the great space outside the Sunday
Times offices and Australia House was

(Couttnurd 04 page 678)
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Until Friday morning (Dec. 7) there was a large crowd outside the " Sunday
Times" offices to hear the " Marconiphone" demonstration, and to watch the " Daily
Graphic " screen (top left corner). Note the loud -speakers on the balcony.
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From the earliest days of
the industry we have
given our undivided
attention to one subject-
Radio Valves.
To -day our unique posi-
tion enables us to take
immediate advantage of
developments in Radio
science, while our con-
centration ensures that
each Mullard valve is
the best of its kind
obtainable.
Whether you require valves for
transmission or reception, for
rectifying or amplifying, for 'dry
batteries or accumulators, there
is a Mullard valve specially de-
signed to meet your needs.

The latestadditioni-to the Mullard range *are :-
THE D.F. ORA - PRICE 30/ -

This valve has all the characteristics of the celebrated ORA; it will Oscillate,
Rectify and Amplify. It is particularly suitable where extreme economy of filament
current is desired.
Filament volts, 2 to 3; Filament current '06 of an ampere; Anode voltage 20 to 100.

AND THE MULLARD WECOVALVE - PRICE 30/ -
This valve is suitable for Oscillating, Rectifying and Amplifying. It has an
extremely long life, is practically unbreakable, and is specially recommended where a
low value of impedance in the Plate circuit is desired. Its filament operates from
ONE dry cell. ,

Filament volts, 0.8 to 1.1; Filament current .25 of an ampere; Anode voltage 27 to 45.

Note.-The L.F. ORA Types B and C are non, reduced to 21/-, and the Mullard Patented Fixed
Resistances (30,000 ohms to 4 megohms) are reduced to 2/6.

u r
Ain'. The Mullard Riglir) Valve Co., Ltd., Balham, S. W12 (E.P.S.go.)
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London and Soulhern Counties

PETTIGREW V MERRIMAN.
LTD

112,124 Tooley Sneer,
LONDON. S.E.I.

Derby 

NEWTON BROS (Derby)

I '19, Sr.St James Street.

i DERBY

L..............., .....-.,-1

Vii!
.e....2.
.....---

W 130

CORNER CABINET. Ideal for Dancing

Prices on Apphca,n.

7W7273.
BUREAU SET FIVE. VALVES

Prices on ApplIcauon

Nomng1,ani .

E. GILLOTT V SON,
17. Sr. Peter's Gate.

NOTTINGHAM

Birmingham

LAMERTON. ESO.,
c/o S. Dagnall Ltd

420. Stratford Road.
Spaskh/11.

BIRMINGHAM

Wales:

PETERS ELECTRIC CO..

5, York Road,

COLWYN BAY

W 410
ASHLEY TWO VALVE SET

Price £16 Its 6d

W III
ASHLEY THREE VALVE SETIPrice £21 Ds. Od.

84

\V 154
TVVO.STAGE L F AMPLIFIER

Price £9 I5s. Od.

W 1957
CLARITONE" LOUDSPEAKER

small model). Price £2 155 Od

-414fX0.12-1*Wirl

CLAIZTONE
DEPOT

WIRELESS
SUPPLIES
THE SIGN OF RA010
EFFICIENCY & SERVICE.

124.

SUPER SEVEN. SEVEN VALVES.
PERIOD DESIGN

Prices on Applicat.on.

(14

4.4

OA*

ece

,Y3

MNI RS.

Butornatic telephone Manufacturing Cowan
-b-nVatre.,21.kftra,G-1

FW117.
BROADCASTER THREE VALVE.

' Price £17 17s. 6d

290.

CLARITCNE " LOUDSPEAKER
(large model) Price £5 15s. Od.

MILTON ROAD, EDGE LANE, LIVERPOOL
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CLARITONE
DEPOT

THE SIGN OF RADIO
EFFICIENCY a SERVICE

)( . 1 W465 ASHLEY ANTI CAPACITY
I I

1
6 contacts Price

kW)

pI

W ASHLEY FILAMENT
D POTENTIOMETER.

mRar'y mounted,. Price a. and 6; each.
AN

lar

Y

Ami=en=ii- cmr7=r-arrn

111

bd

74

re,4

JD

.01/A47.-.4zwYfr.
/P SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

RebieT 'Wireless telephone Company, ILitnitct),

FW":1011k11.170,.

659

01352.. Arne? VADIAnt Corivermas. axis co.f.

1Leborator0
Price CI Da Cd.

imearyiar-

RI461 twain TER Mann illLICTADC6 SIHDC11. 4

Prlei 4:6

Rce4 PP. 3/5 Wad 2. each,P. ASHLEY ma COIL HOLDERS

111-1,. ',ILI, FINED CONDE,
pr:ulac and Rectan,alar,

Ptic: 100 and 2.6

W ASHLEY VERNIER cm:to-v.:
Max. Cap -02003 6,:.

rimy

W 391 ASHLEY 130 DEGREES VARIOCOUP172-1
IS2050)

Piece 1016

ASHLEY LOW FREQ,ENCY76
TELE,KINE TRANSFORMERS

EY VD AT M. FIVE POINT JACK
. (DRAM break atm

FYI,

i77. ASHLEY SACET f VALOR HOLDER.
Valve Safety fIrMI

Yarti

vAL,
,',4FETY f":4*

r't _-F.19ST
11

om,,tourwrdc

Manchester and Dana.

C. WHITE. ESQ.
49. Bndie Street.

Deansgate.

MANCHESTER

.1.1

Leed

CARR E. CHILDE.

38. Park Row.

LEED

Nctarcastle.on.Tyne

0 CONNELL Eurt..
Neergate_ Chambers.

55. Clara/ Stmt.
NEWCASTLEON

TYNE
ti

btasecrer. and South of Scotland

--,.....-----.....- WM BROWN & CO.. LTD.
.H"' "'' r"An'"''''''" 209-208a. Si Vincent s..,30Prn. 60366. 93Cy 26,Orn Daliig in Trim)

en. 6;6 0 IC pm Ltage increaA GLASGOW- , ....... -....4......

W 3945. ASHLEY GRID LEAK ale CLIP
Price. W 395 C.L. W 391 Calp. 1/

yam.. iiirmirriarremir mimami

RENSHAW STREET, LIVERPOOL.

Aberdeen and Ds...,

LAWSON. TURNBULL
L co. LTD

&It Mesh/lariat Stmt.
ABERDEE
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DUBILIER CONDENSERS IN
THE MAKING

No. 1, Mica
From the quarries of Bengal

and Madras comes the Mica used
in the familiar "600" Condenser.

Mica is chosen as the dielectric
for Dubilier fixed Condensers for
two reasons. Firstly, it has very
high insulating properties-a sheet
of millimetre thickness will with-
stand 60,000 volts pressure; and
secondly, it enables the condenser
to deal with an electric charge six
times than that of a similar
condenser using air as a dielectric.

These factors together enable a
condenser of large capacity and
high efficiency to be assembled in
a neat, compact form.

Many makes of condenser em-
ploy Mica as a dielectric, but in
none of them is scientific design so
closely followed up by experienced

craftsmanship as in the

DUBILIER.

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER
COMPANY (1921) Ltd., Dept. A,
Ducon Works, Goldhawk Road,

SHEPHERDS BUSH.

iTelegrams : Hivoltcon, Fhone, London.
Telephone : Hammersmith 1084.
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A Ruined Test

IT was a thousand pities that the attempt
1 to secure telephonic communication
with the States, made in the early hours
of Sunday, December z, turned out to be
a failure. Fired by a noble enthusiasm,
I duly sat through it from three o'clock
until, five hoping against hope, for, like
the angler, the wireless man never
despairs of catching something, even if it
is only a cold. On this occasion every-
thing that could go wrong did go wrong.
To begin with, weather conditions were
very poor, that is to say, Irish though it
may sound, it was a beautiful night.
What one wants for reception of Uncle
Sam's wireless telephony is a night that
is a regular brute. The more it blows and
pelts, the more utterly beastly the weather
is, the better your chance of hearing things,
though I don't pretend to be able to
explain why. Anyhow, I have noticed it
again and again, and so, no doubt, have
you.

The second disturbing factor was that
the Ecole Superieure had unfortunately
chosen the same. evening or, rather, early
morning to carry out a Transatlantic test
on their own account; begin
with, his 450 -metre transmission caused
rather serious jamming. This was bad
enough, but it was nothing compared with
the combined efforts of every Ham-handed
Henry and Oscillating Oswald who lives
and squeals in or near London.

Unsporting
The' B.B.C. made a mistake, I think, in

announcing during Saturday evening's
programme that the test would take place,
for the result of this was that hundreds
of owners of valve sets sat up determined
to succeed in using the last ounce of re-
action or -die in the attempt. Living as I
de thirty miles out of London, I was not
greatly bothered by this, for no one else
seemed to be awake in my peaceful town -
let. I was, however, worried considerably
at times by "mush" from, I think,
Northolt. But those at z.L 0 and at other
B.B.C. stations had a terrible time of it.
Appeals to listeners to cease oscillating
were sent out many times from 3.16 on-
wards, but they produced little or no
effect. It was explained quite clearly, but
without avail, that re -radiation was spoil-
ing the test. At 4.25 the owners of small
sets who had not an earthly chance of
hearing were begged to close down, though
few of them apparently did so. At 4.35 4
further S 0 S was sent to all amateur
listeners to switch off until 4.4o, the
speaker promising that he would broadcast
any results obtained. You would think
that this might have produced the desired

effect, but when one switched on again at
4.4o one heard 2 L 0 announcing sadly that
very few had responded.

Now this was thoroughly unsporting.
The test was an important one, and much
as all of us would have liked to hear
American stations on that particular even-
ing, people whose sets were oscillating
should surely have been willing to close
down, at any rate at intervals, in order
to give the thing a chance.

The Results of the Test
The results of the test were very poor

indeed for the Feasoris mentioned. At 3.16
2 L 0 reported hearing a carrier wave,
probably that of W G Y. At 3.26 W G Y
was heard to say, "We await your reply."
At 3.36 the carrier wave was again picked
up, and it was just possible to detect that -
it was being modulated. Succeeding five-
minute attempts at reception gave much
the same result. W G Y's carrier was
heard during most of them, and once
K D K A's wave came in.

I was a little more fortunate than
London, probably because I had no
oscillators to contend with. At 3.51'and
4.42 I was able to tune in W G Y suffi-
ciently well to be able to recognise that
speech was being transmitted. The modu-
lation was, however, so feeble that no
actual words were audible. The test, then,
was practically a failure in one way. But
the others made during the previous week
have shown that it is possible both for us
to hear the States and for them to hear us
with a fair amount of certainty on favour-
able nights. With a little more power and
with good weather conditions conversations
across the Atlantic should very shortly
become quite a common occurrence. In
fact soon we may have American trans-
missions picked up by our own broadcast-
ing stations and relayed on to use as a
regular thing.

The American Stations
Eight American stations took part in the

test, and as these are the ones that are
generally picked up by amateurs in this
country their call signs and present wave-
lengths may be found useful. Here they
are : W G Y (Schenectady, N.Y.), 380
metres; WHAZ (Troy, N.Y.), 38o
metres; W 0 R (Newark, N.J.), 405
metres; W 0 C (Davenport, Iowa), 484
metres; W J A Z - (Chicago, Ill.), 448
metres, K S D (St. Louis, M.O.), 446
metres, W G R (Buffalo, N.Y.), 319
metres; K D K A (Pittsburg, Pa.), 326
metres.

Of these W G Y and W H AZ come in
very well indeed, and they are perhaps
the easiest for British listeners to pick up,

since their wavelength, 3So metres, is
identical with that of Bournemouth. One
can thus tune one's set early in the even-
ing to 6 B M and have a very good chance
of picking up either of these American
transmissions in the small hours by vary-
ing the coupling but without altering the
setting of the condensers.

The Soft Valve Circuit
Several correspondents have written to

ask what particular circuit I used to get
the really amazing results with a single
valve that I mentioned a week or two ago.
As a matter of fact, there is nothing very
particular about it at all. It was simply
a plain "straight" circuit with a loose -
coupled tuner and a. .00i microfarad
variable condenser in series with the
aerial. The secondary was tuned with a
.0003 microfarad condenser. Most of the
credit is due to the valve itself. Still
there-, are one or two points in operating
such a circuit that not everyone knows.
You are always told that for reception
below 60o metres the A.T.C. should be in
series. This is quite. right, but those who
tell us frequently omit to add that the old
rule about using the smallest possible
amount of capacity and the biggest
inductance does not apply here. Impulses
from the aerial must pass through the
series condenser. If, therefore, you make
its value small you offer them a very poor
path. Hence with this kind of circuit the
rule is almost reversed. The condenser's
value should never drop below .0003 micro -

farad, and one should make a rule to use
an inductance small enough to allow the
condenser's setting to be on the second
half of its scale, that is, between 90 and
18o degrees.

Again the coupling should be kept as
loose as possible. Basket coils wound with
rather heavy wire are ideal for this, since
they can often be worked 4 or 5 in. apart.
When you have picked up your station,
loosen the coupling still *more. Signals
will decrease in strength, but by adjusting
the A.T.C. and C.C.C. they can be brought
up to the biggest possible volume.

Where Soft Valves Excel
The soft valve owes its excellence, par-

ticularly when used alone, to the fact that
the electron stream from filament to plate
is very much greater than fin the hard
valve. An electron leaving the filament
at terrific speed collides in the partial
vacuum with a gas molecule. Owing to
the force of the collision two or more elec-
trons may be knocked out of the molecule
and travel towards the plate. The elec-
tron, as it were, collects companions on
its journey, with the result that there is a
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bigger flow of .current. Whilst excellent
as a rectifier, the soft valve is of little or
no use as a high- or low -frequency
amplifier.

Election Night
Election night 'gave listeners -in an

opportunity to hear an opera as artisti-
cally performed as is possible. Relayed
from the Old Vic., Maritana proved once
more its attractive force when perfectly
sung and acted, and that the audience
appreciated it was only too evident as the
old familiar airs "Let Me Like a Soldier
Fall" and "There is a Flower That
Bloometh" were repeated again and
again. There is a quality about the sing-
ing when transmitted from this theatre
that differs from all other attempts to
transmit opera. The hollow echoes seem
to be obviated, the voices are sweet and
wonderfully balanced. Whether this is
due to the company, the transmission, or
the effect of careful rehearsals is an open
question.

When once the election results com-
menced to "trickle through" all else was
forgotten but the cheering. But for the
next election, however near or far ii may
be, I might suggest that the state of the
polls might be given at regular and stated
intervals, thereby saving much time and
likely attacks of "jazz-itis." A jazz band,
even as good a one as the Savoy Orpheans,
is apt to pall after listening -in from ten
o'cloCk p.m. to one -fifteen a.m., and some
of us did it 1.

A Parlous Experiment
There is one subject that most people

seek to avoid, or at least agree to differ
upon, and that is Ahe question of religion.
A wise man once said that England was
a nation of one sauce and fifty religions,
and he was not far wrong. There are, at
any rate, enough different sects to make
any attempt to enforce the entire service
of any one a possible source of irritation,
and the announcement that such an experi-
ment is 'to be tried by the B.B.C. will come
as a surprise to many people. Most
Christian and Catholic sabbatarians have
enjoyed their own particular service pre-
vious to the hours of broadcasting, and to
return to their homes to listen to another
one is not likely to conduce to increasing
the popularity of these transmissions.

Russian Night
In the early days of classical music -

Russian compositions were eyed with
gravest suspicion. They were deemed
"the worship of the morbid." The early
Victorians liked the cheerful music of
Handel, the florid passages of Mozart, and
the ponderous brain -storms of peethoven.
With the introduction of Chopin and

Tchaikowsky musicians might be said to
"have shied" violently.. Russian music
certainly is written for the most part -in
the minor, though not necessarily in the
morbid, key, and possibly much ''of it is
based on the Russian folk songs. It is no
wonder that the people of the Steppes,
little more than serfs and slaves of their
nobles, could not sing very cheerful
strains. The cold and dark climatic con-
ditions seem to have woven themselves
into the very warp and, woof of their
music. The Russian night, therefore, at
2 L 0 presented many interesting points.
The works were chosen from the giants
of Russian music, Tchaikowsky, Mous-
sorgsky, Rachmaninoff, Gretchaninov and
Rimsky-korsakov.

Perhaps the most familiar was Tchai-
kowsky's fairy ballet, "The Casse-
Noisette, or the Nutcracker Suite."

From an executive point of view, how-
ever, the noteworthy feature of the pro-
gramme was the great B flat minor piano-
forte concerto. This concerto, deemed a
failure by Rubinstein, to whom it was
first dedicated, has since become the hall-
mark of a great artist's success, and there
are few who have not played it. Bauer,
Lamond, Rubinstein, Cortot, Hambourg,
De Greef, Pouishnoff and Nikisch, to
quote but a few, all have given it a
different rendering, yet each one has been
a source of pure enjoyment to the listener.

2 L O's Christmas Arrangements
The Christmas programmes are to be of

an elaborate nature, and the whole week
is bound to be of interest. On Sunday the
band of H.M. Irish Guards will provide
the musical fare. On Christmas Eve we
shall have carols and waits=possibly of
both kinds, as usual-and a special Christ-
mas treat for the 25th is "John Henry."
On Boxing Day comes a special children's
treat with "Punch and Judy." On Thurs-
day comes a nautical "Rover's" night
from Cardiff, with a rest cure on Saturday
from Bournemouth. On Saturday there is
The Magic Flute from the Old Vic.

Short Waves
I have been wallowing in the short

waves again. It's like "Alice's Adven-
tures in Wonderland"; you don't know
what you are coming to next. It is
becoming apparent to me that there is a
necessity to make up an aerial tuning coil
with one turn of wire and use a condenser
of minute capacity in series with it. I
refer to what I believe should be called
shorter -wave work. The truth is, i5o to
200 metres is no longer short-wave work-
ing. I found 5 W R working 2 X Don
recently between 5o and 6o metres. The
speech was really excellent for such short-
wave working, and considering that a few
months ago it was considered impractic-

able efficiently to transmit speech on 6a
metres or so,, his attempt was very praise-
worthy. This, by the, way, happened
before 2 L 0 used the wireless link between
the Old Vic. and Marconi House. As

Captain Eckersley recently. stated, it is
difficult to get down there, but I know of
one station (which for the moment will be
nameless) which,is carrying out 'successful
tests on 3o metres ! The merits of work-
ing on'this short wave are apparent. The
tuning being exceptionally sharp, a
greater number, of stations are_ able to
work on a given band of wavelengths
without mutual interference. Woebetide
the aspirant to short-wave working if his
lead-in swings, his coils are wound on
hygroscopic cardboard, or his tappings
loose or liable to vibration. He will surely
be undone Why is it that the B.B.C.
does not want you to get down there ?

The Amateurs
2 M K has now budded out into a

"thumping " station. He comes in at my
place (distance about 3o miles) R 6. There
is some slight fading, however, and a
little generator noise.

2 J X has been heard again recently. He
was using one of Evershed and Vignoll's,
new generators. The smoothness with
which these generators' work on their
normal rating is remarkable. His speech
appeared to be slightly on the tinny side
and is badly interfered with by noise from
his generator getting into the microphone.
I was rather interested in the fact that he
has got a Mackie generator, which he says
will not work efficiently on short waves !
I do not quite, see why this should be, but
it's clear that it does make a noise on 230
metres which is not so apparent on 44o
metres.

5 V R has been in prominence again. A
few nights back he transmitted some music
which has not been excelled by 2 L 0.

5 D T, 2 L Z and 2 N M now seem to be
properly tuned up to concert pitch for the
forthcoming Transatlantic tests. These
three stations and 2 0 M at present appear
to be- the most powerful ones in the
London area.

Waiting of the Transatlantic tests
reminds me that there was a dearth of

- amateur transmitters in the ether on Sun-
day, December r. It is strange how this
synchronised with 2 L O's efforts to chat
with America the night previously. Can
it be that they were making up for their
midnight or, rather, all-night watch with
that station ? I imagined them all nicely
tucked in bed with their pet microphones
wrapped in cotton wool beside them, sleep-
ing a well -deserved sleep ! THERMION.

The announcer at 2 L 0 now says
"Hullo, England-and America, too, if
you can hear me !"
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The Note -magnifier Unit.

THE circuit diagram (Fig. r) shows all
the connections and the method of in-

cluding the switches. Provision is made for
cutting out both valves, leaving a connec-
tion right through from detector valve to
phones. Another switch is provided for
transferring from phones to loud -speaker.
No telephone transformer is included in
the unit, but there is space, between the
two intervalve transformers if one is
required. A small "lighting switch" is
interposed in the positive lead from the
filament -heating supply and serves to
switch on or off the accumula-
tor current. No provision is
made for cutting off the H.T.
supply, as this is best dealt with
by means of plugs in the battery
or battery -box.

Potentiometer Control
The only particularly novel

item in the circuit is the poten-
tiometer control of the grid
potentials of the valves. As will
be seen, the potentiometer is not
connected across the positive
and negative low-tension supply
as it is in the H.F. detector
unit, but it is connected between
the two negative leads. The
plate current flows through the
resistance, and as a consequence
there is a drop in potential (voltage) and
the negative H.T. is negative with respect
to the'negative L.T. by the amount of this
voltage drop. Those who are acquainted
with Ohm's law will appreciate this.

The grids of the valves are connected
with the resistance through the secondary
transformer windings by means of the
moving arm of the potentiometer, and a
suitable potential may be tapped off. Only
one potentiometer is necessary. The
voltage drop is proPortional to the anode
current, and if the anode voltage is in-
creased the current increases with it. Thus
if the anode voltage to the last valve is
increased it still works on the most favour-
able portion of its characteristic curve.

0

An

All-purpose

Receiver.-IV

More About the
Note -magnifier Unit

if,..."finnivi,,,s4n.neaso.r,rms.r.inindvosisr.r.r.nin..11

The components necessary for the con-
struction of this unit are : One piece of
3i -in. ebonite sheet g% in. by 74i. in: ;. two
intervalve -transformers; two filament re-
sistances; one potentiometer of a resist-
ance of 300 ohms 'or over; three double -
pole switches; one small lamp switch; two
valve holders; two fixed condensers of
.002 microfarad capacity ; two, Mansbridge
condensers of z microfarad capacity; six-
teen terminals of good design and propor-
tions; quantity of i6 -gauge tinned -copper
wire for connections; one telephone trans -
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Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram of Note -magnifier Unit.

former if low -resistance phones are to be
used.

Intervalve Transformers
The intervalve transformers are Lissen

Tr. The three double -pole switches are
" Utility " barrel switches, similar to those
used in the tuner unit. If Dewar keys
are preferred they can be used in this unit
without loss of efficiency. The potentio-
meter is one of Lissen manufacture of 32o
ohms resistance: The resistance could be
greater with some advantage. The big -
capacity fixed condensers are of Mans -
bridge type made by the Telephone Manu-
facturing Company, Ltd. One fixed . 00 2 -

microfarad condenser is a Dubilier, and the

Under Side of Note -magnifier Panel.

other, which bridges the output, is a "mush-
room" -shaped type by Ashley Radio, Ltd.
The filament controls are "Lissenstat." All
other components are of standard dimen-
sions and can easily be obtained from any
of the advertisers in this paper. Particular
care should be taken in the selection of
valve holders. They should be turned and
not moulded. The transformers are very
important. They should be the best that
can he afforded.

Construction
The method of construction advised in

the first two articles dealing with this
receiver should be followed in building the
note -magnifier unit. The components
should first of all be laid out on a piece
of card of the exact dimensions of the
ebonite panel and the best positions fixed.
Then the card can be marked and used as
a guide in drilling the holes to take the
various components. The large holes may
be cut out by means of a fret -saw.

Wiring
The wiring diagram (Fig. 2) shows the

lay -out of the components. The thick
black switch -connections show the upper
contacts of the switches. It will be noticed
that the transformers are not fixed to the
panel. They are on a bridge or frame, and
can be clearly seen in the photographs on
pages 644 and 645 of last issue. The base
of the frame, the sides and the two feet
are of :*in. angle brass. The top stay,
or bottom when the panel is in its box,
is of ordinary 0 -in. brass strip Ile in. thick.
Alternatively the transformers might be
fastened to the sides of the box and
flexible leads taken to them, so that the
panel can be lifted a few inches from the
box for examination if required.

The transformers being mounted straight
on tp the brass of the frame the two cores
are connected together. This will prob-
ably produce a loud humming noise when
the second valve is switched on, which
can be eradicated if the cores are earthed -

by soldering a short lead from the L.T.
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negative terminal to the frame, as shown
in the wiring diagram.

The wiring diagram calls for, little
comment. It will be noticed that an extra
resistance is shown in series with the
potentiometer. This is an ex-W.D. resist-
ance of about 380 ohms, and was put in
in order to get a bigger voltage drop and
consequently greater certaintY that the
valves would be working on the best part
of the characteristic curves. When boost-
ing up the amplification there is always

'a danger that the valves will work round
the bends of their curves, which gives very
bad distortion. Unless a potentiometer of
convenient size for panel mounting can be
obtained of something over 500 ohms re-
sistance this extra resistance is worth
including. It should be put in on the
L.T. negative side of the
potentiometer.

The wiring is the most
difficult job. The switch-
ing arrangements mul-
tiply the leads, and it is
necessary to so arrange
them that grid and plate
leads are well apart and
do not run parallel. It
is well to keep careful
watch as the wiring pro-
ceeds so that all the
bottom connections are
made first. All the main
wiring can be done
before the transformer
frame is fixed.

And now a word as to
the actual working of the
completed set. With the
three units coupled to-
gether, all adjacent ter-
minals being connected
together, both L.T. and
H.T. supply can be taken
right through to all four
valves. As a start it will
be well to bridge the
three H.T. positive con-
nection's at the back. of
the amplifier unit and
take the battery lead Fig. 2.-Wiring
from one only. The
writer is using the set with four dull -
emitters, and can get sufficient un-
distorted \ volume to fill a large room
comfortably. This is with 45 volts
on the anodes of the first two valves,
6o on the first L.F.`, valve, and 75
on the second. Separate H.T. is used for
the two panels to enable the grid control
potentiometer in' the note 'magnifier panel
to operate.

Until the working of the set is under-
stood it simplifies matters if all tuning is
done on the aerial coil, with the switch
in the stand-by position. Afterwards it
should= be found possible not only to get
a slight boost -up effect by the use of the
secondary coil, but to tune stations on
adjacent wavelengths in and out on the
secondary and anode -tuning condensers
alone. The writer usually gets 5 W A,

674
z L D ..(his nearest station, just over thirty
miles), and 6 B M in this fashion. 5'I T
and 5 S C can frequently be similarly
separated without tuning in on the aerial
coil first. The secondary coil, and also
the reaction coil, should be as loosely
coupled as possible. A slight tightening
of the coupling of the reaction coil will
increase the selectivity of the set, making
the tuning more critical. The reaction -
tuning condenser can sometimes be tised
with advantage on distant stations.

Tuning for distant stations is very
greatly helped by the filament control,
particularly when dull -emitter valves are
used. The writer finds that the H.F. valve
needs the most critical 'handling, but the
filaments of all valVes can usually be -made
to function more efficiently by applying just

+3

Diagram of Note -magnifier Unit.

the right amount of heating current.'
The potentiometer on the H.F. and
detector panel will be found one of the
most useful controls in the' whole circuit.
To start with, it should be set with the
pointer in the middle of the scale, and
therefore with the moving arm equally
dividing the resistance. If the set shows
any tendency to self -oscillation, or if there
is distortion in speech or music, a slight
movement of the pointer towards the nega-
tive end of the resistance will put things
right at once.

On an ordinary and very average sort
of aerial all the B.B.C. stations can be
tuned in quite well, most of them requir,
ing not more than two valves for phone
reception. Most of them come in quite
well on a low -resistance Amplion loud-
speaker. Almost all the Continental

DECEMBER 15.,.1923

stations are regularly received in the
phones on two or three varves, and many
of them give quite respectable loud-
speaker volume. F L and Radiola are
excellent. Glace Bay, Newfoundland, has
been identified coming in very strongly,
and all the Continental time signals are
received. The wavelength range of the set
is only limited by the coils provided.

5 Y M.

cOM,P#0,04,IJSMINP

OVERHAULING
PHONES

THERE are few components of the
average receiving set which receive

less attention, as regards periodic examina-
tion and adjustment, than the telephones.
Good phones combine a remarkable degree
of stability and permanency with extreme
sensitiveness, but there must come a time
when their original delicacy begins to
decline. More often than not either the
set or the weather conditions are blamed
for impaired signal strength or lack of
clarity, but in many cases a little attention
given to the phones would be well repaid.
Some phones, on the other hand, show a
lack of sensitiveness from the start. In
these circumstances one may feel some-
what at a loss; the remedy is not always
obvious, and phones, are too costly to risk
experimenting with. Howeyer, much can
be done to improve them, and the pro-
cesses recommended later have the merit
of simplicity and direct removal of the
cause of trouble.

Testing Sensitiveness
A good idea can be obtained as to

whether the phones are in good condition
by the following simple tests. Press one
of the pins on a chip of silicon or galena,
and move the Other over various parts of
the crystal, applying firm pressure and
light contact alternately. A distinct
scratching sound should be heard in the
earpieces. This is rather an exacting test,
and perhaps there will be no response.

Next hold one of the pins on the tongue
and tap the latter, several times with the
other pin. A distinct "toe" should be
heard every time contact is made. LastlY,
hold one pin firmly between the thumb and
forefinger, moistened. Take any small
metal object (such as a pen -nib or piece
of wire), damp it, and, holding it firmly
in the other hand, run it along the other
pin several times. With this arrangement
loud scratching sounds should be heard in
both earpieces. Test each separately. If
either should fail to respond to this test or
if the sound is weak, the earpiece con-
cerned certainly needs attention.

Common Faults and Remedies
s. It sometimes happens that the dia-

phragm is too far away from the pole-
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pieces. This may be e oi-iected as follows :
Remove the cap and diaphragm and dis-
connect -the cords from the earpiece. Take
a strip of fine emery -cloth (about 3 in. by
6 in.) and fasten to a'fairly thick block of
wood having a smooth, level surface.
Apply a thin coat of, oil to the emery, and
press the rim of the case flat and evenly
on to it. Work the case to and fro, main-
taining -a firm and even pressure, and
move it round a little from time to time.
By this means just sufficient metal can he
removed from the rim to allow the dia-
phragm to approach the pole -pieces closer
when screwed up. The risk of grinding
the rim unevenly or removing ..too much
metal is reduced to a minimum.

2.. A diaphragm which it too thick may
result in lack of sensitiveness. Such a
disc may be carefully thinned by the same
process as in the previous case. A great
improvement frequently follows this treat-
ment, but care must be taken to clean it
thoroughly before replacement.

3. Another frequent source of trouble
which may cause much fruitless search
unless oxe is prepared for it is curvature
of the diaphragm. Owing to the constant
strong pull of the magnets the diaphragm
may assume a convex form (considered
from the under side) and its centre lie in
actual contact with one or both of the pole
pieces. This, of course, damps its vibra-
tion very considerably, and the earpiece so
affected may cease to respond altogether.
All that is necessary in this event is to
unscrew the cap, turn the diaphragm over,
so that it is now either pulled flat again
by the magnets or is slightly convex
outwards.

It is clear that the fault just described
may result in total failure of the phones
to respond to signals. It is therefore very
necessary to make certain that this is not
the cause of the trouble before looking for
more serious mishaps, such as burning out
of the windings.

Lastly, when phones fail, look first to the
cords. The writer was once saved a long
and tedious search for a fault in a pair
of phones which suddenly ceased to re-
spond to signals of any sort. The cords
were replaced by reliable flex and the
phones were found to be in perfect order.

ION.
_ 8

THICK WIRE FOR TUNERS
BEGINNERS soon learn that high -

frequency currents travel along the
surface of a wire and not actually through
it. They therefore realise that only thick
wire should be used for winding tuners;
this fact is brought well home by some
recently -published American statistics. It
is stated that No. 25 S.W.G. wire has more
than 6o per cent, greater H.F. resistance
at Zoo metres than has No. 213 and that
No. 28 has more than moo per cent. greater
resistance. There is no reason to doubt
these figures; all amateurs, therefore,
should take care to use thick wire for their
tuners. S.-
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AROUND THE SHOWROOMS 1

An Aerial Pulley
THE little pulley seen in the photo-

graph is light but strong. It is just
the thing to improve your aerial system,
but if you use one you will have no excuse
for not letting down the wires occasionally
to clean the insulators, which in many

A Peto-Scott Aerial Pulley.

localities soon become covered with soot
and grime. These pulleys are made of
aluminium, and are supplied in two sizes
by the Peto-Scott Company, Ltd., of 64,
High Holborn, W.C.m.

A Round Valve
WITH regard to the original Round
valves, such .as that shown by the photo-
graph, there is some difference of opinion
as to the way in which they work. (These
valves, by the way, are not new, being
some of the first that were ever made).
They were soft, and when in use the tip,
which contained asbestos, had to be
periodically heated if one wanted to
receive signals. From many operators I

The Round Valve;

have heard glow ing tales, of the floors of
D.F. stations being covered inches thick,
with matchsticks ! That was in the early
days of the war. Some of these interest.
ing valves are still to be obtained cheaply
from the City Accumulator Company, of
79, Mark Lane, E.C.3.

Useful Switches
SOME neat and useful switches for
panel mounting are shown in the photo-
graph. These can be used for many pur-
poses, such as switching on and off the
H.T. and L.T. supply. The switches are
made up on nickel -plated panels; that
shown on the right measures only m% in.
square. In the switch on the left the
middle leaf contacts are electrically con-
nected. Thus only circuits that are wired

Useful Switches.

in parallel can be connected. Such a
switch could be conveniently used, though,
for H.T. and L.T., as these have a
common pole. These switches can be
obtained from the Grafton Electric Com-
pany, of 54, Grafton Street, Tottenham
Court Road, W.

Xtraudion Valves
QUITE recently I learnt some interesting'
facts about Xtraudion valves. First of
all they are made in batches of several-
thousands, and the batch -number of each
valve is stamped on the metal base. I
believe that the number of the latest batch
is VII. Small, but nevertheless important,
detail refinements are incorporated in 'each

The Xtraudion Valve.

batch. For instance, recently the filament
supports have been made to slope out-
wards; in,this way they act to some degree
as a spring to keep the filament taut. The
metal base has also been turned over the
insulating material at the bottom so that
the latter cannot work loose. VANGUARD.
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Metropolitan Vickers Frame Aerial and
Detail of Wiring.

Radio Acoustics Frame Aerial and
Detail of Wiring

McMichael Frame Aerial and Detail
of Wiring.
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DO YOU USE A FRAME AERIAL?
Notes on Its Advantages and Uses Illustrations of Many Up-to-date Types

FRAME aerials are always interesting,
both to the beginner and the advanced

experimenter. The features that recom-
mend them chiefly are portability, adapt-
ability and their directional properties. In
the design of frame aerials there are
several points that have to be taken into
account. First of all the frame should
be light and rigid; it should also be
arranged so as to permit of circular and
sideways motion. The wire with which it
is wound should have a low high -frequency
resistance, and the area enclosed by the
wires should be as large as possible within
reasonable limits,

Efficiency and Design
Attention 'to these points helps to pro-

duce an efficient frame aerial, but it is
almost impossible, and sometimes undesir-
able, to embody all these features in one
model. The degree to which each is
carried is determined by the use to which
the aerial is to be put; for instance, every-
body does not stipulate that his frame must
be portable and it therefore need not be
very light. Frame aerials are particularly
useful to those who live in flats and other
places where it is not easy to erect an out-
side aerial; it is true that they are not as
efficient as a standard Post Office aerial,
but one must frequently put up with some
disadvantages.

Any set that receives broadcasting on an
ordinary aerial will usually work with a
frame if an extra stage of high -frequency
amplification is added.

Characteristics
A frame aerial will only receive signals

from a station when one side points
towards, and the other away from, it; thus
it has directional properties. In this way
a certain amount of interference is
eliminated. Tuning with a frame aerial is
fairly sharp, because in a well -designed
instrument there is very little self -capacity,
and any condenser placed in circuit with
the winding produces a comparatively
quick change in the wavelength. Some-
times the strain lines in the ether are dis-
torted or bent back; it is then necessary
not only to place the sides of the frame
in line with the transmitter, but also to
move its plane in various positions.
Numerous wires do not increase the
efficiency of a frame aerial, but only in-
crease the inductance so that it is suitable
for use over a larger band of wavelengths.
If the required wavelength is sufficiently

L ft.-Climax Receiver
with Frame Aerial.

Right.-G.R.C. Frame
Aerial and Details

of Wiring.

short, it is desirable to use one turn of
wire enclosing a large area rather than
more turns enclosing a smaller area.

There are numerous experiments that
can be carried out with frame aerials. For
instance, they might with advantage be
used in making records of the phenomenon
of fading.

For ordinary broadcast reception only a
very small frame is required. The numbers
of turns (approximate) for a frame with
2 ft. 6 in. sides are given in the table on
this page. For a frame half the size these
numbers should be multiplied by 1.5.
the frame is twice as large the number of

turns multiplied by rs will be about
right. The size of the wire will not affect
the wavelength, but is advisable to use the
thickest obtainable. Stranded wire can be
used with advantage.

There are many frame aerials now on
the market that differ greatly in detail,
although, of course, they are the same
fundamentally. In order to give readers
of AMATEUR WIRELESS some idea of the
various aerials that can be obtained, it is
proposed here to give particulars of four-
teen different makes.
Metropolitan- Vickers

A double winding is the chief feature of

SUITABLE WINDINGS" liOR A FRAME AERIAL

Metres Turns Metres Turns Metres Turns

200
300
500

Three
Four
Six

goo
1,200
1,500

Ten
Thirteen
Sixteen

2,000
2,500
3,000

Twenty-two
Twenty-seven

Thirty-two

These data refer to a frame approximately 2 ft. 6 In. square, tuned with a ooi
microfarad condenser in parallel. Wires spaced 1 in. or Ts, in. apart.

the Metropolitan -Vickers frame aerial
(Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Company,
Ltd., of Trafford Park, Manchester). As
will be seen from the illustration, the
windings are placed in square -cut slots on
each side of the arms; thus a large amount
of wire is arranged in a small space. This
frame is not collapsible; the arms are
strengthened by four metal brackets.
Phone -type terminals are fitted.

Radio Acoustics
No base is provided with the Radio

Acoustics aerial (Radio Acoustics, Ltd., of
175A, Peckham Park Road, S.E.15), of
which each arm is about 4 ft. long. The
cross -pieces are connected by a metal
strip, which keeps them in position when
open. Rubber -covered wire is used, and
this is' wound on pieces of ebonite fixed
at the end of each arm, as seen in the
inset.

Peto-Scott
Folding arms are a feature of the Peto-

Scott model (Peto-Scott Company, Ltd., of
64, High Holborn, W.C.r). The horizontal
arms let down on hinges at the centre joint
and the top arm has a hinge at its middle
point. Two of the feet also fold back
parallel with the other two. As seen from
the inset, the wire is wound in grooves.

Climax
In the frame aerial supplied with the

"Mohovalve" set (Climax Patents, Ltd.,
of 188, Church Street, Kensington, W.8)
insulated wire is threaded through holes
bored in the wooden arms, which are
collapsible.

Rogers, Foster and Howell
To keep the wires parallel in, the

Rogears,. Foster and Howell aerial (Rogers,
Foster and Howell; Ltd., Edward Road,
Balsall Heath, Birmingham), which is
diameed-shaped, the slots at the ends of
the top and bottom arms are not spaced
equidistantly. The frame appears to be
cut from a solid piece of wood, but it is
not really. Triangular strengthening
pieces are placed .at the centre joint.
Ebonite is the material on which the wires
are fixed.

G.R.C.
Litzendraht (multi -strand) silk -covered

wire, which has a very low H.F. resist-
ance, is used on the G.R.C. frame (General
Radio Company, Ltd., of Twyford Abbey
Works, Acton Lane, Harlesden, N.W.ro).

Rogers, Foster and Howell Frame Aerial
and Detail of Wiring

Peto-Scott Frame Aerial and Detail of Wiring.

tuummommon4,, rrw

Sterling Frame Aerial and Detail of Wiring.
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Metropolitan Vickers Frame Aerial and
Detail of Wiring.

Radio Acoustics Frame Aerial and
Detail of Wiring

McMichael Frame Aerial and Detail
of Wiring.
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DO YOU USE A FRAME AERIAL?
Notes on Its Advantages and Uses Illustrations of Many Up-to-date Types

FRAME aerials are always interesting,
both to the beginner and the advanced

experimenter. The features that recom-
mend them chiefly are portability, adapt-
ability and their directional properties. In
the design of frame aerials there are
several points that have to be taken into
account. First of all the frame should
be light and rigid; it should also be
arranged so as to permit of circular and
sideways motion. The wire with which it
is wound should have a low high -frequency
resistance, and the area enclosed by the
wires should be as large as possible within
reasonable limits,

Efficiency and Design
Attention 'to these points helps to pro-

duce an efficient frame aerial, but it is
almost impossible, and sometimes undesir-
able, to embody all these features in one
model. The degree to which each is
carried is determined by the use to which
the aerial is to be put; for instance, every-
body does not stipulate that his frame must
be portable and it therefore need not be
very light. Frame aerials are particularly
useful to those who live in flats and other
places where it is not easy to erect an out-
side aerial; it is true that they are not as
efficient as a standard Post Office aerial,
but one must frequently put up with some
disadvantages.

Any set that receives broadcasting on an
ordinary aerial will usually work with a
frame if an extra stage of high -frequency
amplification is added.

Characteristics
A frame aerial will only receive signals

from a station when one side points
towards, and the other away from, it; thus
it has directional properties. In this way
a certain amount of interference is
eliminated. Tuning with a frame aerial is
fairly sharp, because in a well -designed
instrument there is very little self -capacity,
and any condenser placed in circuit with
the winding produces a comparatively
quick change in the wavelength. Some-
times the strain lines in the ether are dis-
torted or bent back; it is then necessary
not only to place the sides of the frame
in line with the transmitter, but also to
move its plane in various positions.
Numerous wires do not increase the
efficiency of a frame aerial, but only in-
crease the inductance so that it is suitable
for use over a larger band of wavelengths.
If the required wavelength is sufficiently

L ft.-Climax Receiver
with Frame Aerial.

Right.-G.R.C. Frame
Aerial and Details

of Wiring.

short, it is desirable to use one turn of
wire enclosing a large area rather than
more turns enclosing a smaller area.

There are numerous experiments that
can be carried out with frame aerials. For
instance, they might with advantage be
used in making records of the phenomenon
of fading.

For ordinary broadcast reception only a
very small frame is required. The numbers
of turns (approximate) for a frame with
2 ft. 6 in. sides are given in the table on
this page. For a frame half the size these
numbers should be multiplied by 1.5.
the frame is twice as large the number of

turns multiplied by rs will be about
right. The size of the wire will not affect
the wavelength, but is advisable to use the
thickest obtainable. Stranded wire can be
used with advantage.

There are many frame aerials now on
the market that differ greatly in detail,
although, of course, they are the same
fundamentally. In order to give readers
of AMATEUR WIRELESS some idea of the
various aerials that can be obtained, it is
proposed here to give particulars of four-
teen different makes.
Metropolitan- Vickers

A double winding is the chief feature of

SUITABLE WINDINGS" liOR A FRAME AERIAL

Metres Turns Metres Turns Metres Turns

200
300
500

Three
Four
Six

goo
1,200
1,500

Ten
Thirteen
Sixteen

2,000
2,500
3,000

Twenty-two
Twenty-seven

Thirty-two

These data refer to a frame approximately 2 ft. 6 In. square, tuned with a ooi
microfarad condenser in parallel. Wires spaced 1 in. or Ts, in. apart.

the Metropolitan -Vickers frame aerial
(Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Company,
Ltd., of Trafford Park, Manchester). As
will be seen from the illustration, the
windings are placed in square -cut slots on
each side of the arms; thus a large amount
of wire is arranged in a small space. This
frame is not collapsible; the arms are
strengthened by four metal brackets.
Phone -type terminals are fitted.

Radio Acoustics
No base is provided with the Radio

Acoustics aerial (Radio Acoustics, Ltd., of
175A, Peckham Park Road, S.E.15), of
which each arm is about 4 ft. long. The
cross -pieces are connected by a metal
strip, which keeps them in position when
open. Rubber -covered wire is used, and
this is' wound on pieces of ebonite fixed
at the end of each arm, as seen in the
inset.

Peto-Scott
Folding arms are a feature of the Peto-

Scott model (Peto-Scott Company, Ltd., of
64, High Holborn, W.C.r). The horizontal
arms let down on hinges at the centre joint
and the top arm has a hinge at its middle
point. Two of the feet also fold back
parallel with the other two. As seen from
the inset, the wire is wound in grooves.

Climax
In the frame aerial supplied with the

"Mohovalve" set (Climax Patents, Ltd.,
of 188, Church Street, Kensington, W.8)
insulated wire is threaded through holes
bored in the wooden arms, which are
collapsible.

Rogers, Foster and Howell
To keep the wires parallel in, the

Rogears,. Foster and Howell aerial (Rogers,
Foster and Howell; Ltd., Edward Road,
Balsall Heath, Birmingham), which is
diameed-shaped, the slots at the ends of
the top and bottom arms are not spaced
equidistantly. The frame appears to be
cut from a solid piece of wood, but it is
not really. Triangular strengthening
pieces are placed .at the centre joint.
Ebonite is the material on which the wires
are fixed.

G.R.C.
Litzendraht (multi -strand) silk -covered

wire, which has a very low H.F. resist-
ance, is used on the G.R.C. frame (General
Radio Company, Ltd., of Twyford Abbey
Works, Acton Lane, Harlesden, N.W.ro).

Rogers, Foster and Howell Frame Aerial
and Detail of Wiring

Peto-Scott Frame Aerial and Detail of Wiring.

tuummommon4,, rrw

Sterling Frame Aerial and Detail of Wiring.
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The length of wire used is 160 ft. This
aerial turns in its socket; and can be held
in position by means of the set -screw
provided.

Sterling
Both the arms and the feet of the Ster-

ling frame (Sterling Telephone and Elec-
tric Company, Ltd.; of 210-21; Tottenham
Court Road, W.') fold up. Normally they
are held in position by means of a spring -
clip arrangement. A point of interest
about this aerial is that the frame, which
lifts out of the base, is provided with an
ordinary phone plug. A jack is fitted in
the base, from whichtwo flexible leads are
taken: Thus should it be desired to use an
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outside aerial the frame can be taken out
of its base and the leads are automatically
short-circuited.

McMichael
Several wires placed in a flexible cover-

ing are used on. the McMichael frame
aerial (L. McMichael, Ltd., of Hastings
House, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.2).
This aerial takes to pieces entirely. The
arms are held in a metal centre -piece and
the bottom arm lifts out of a socket in the
base in which it rotates. A " junction
box" with six terminals is provided. Two
windings are used (one for reaction), both
of which are tapped in two stages. S. R.

{To be concluded)

PROGRESS AND INVENTION

Fixing Condenser Vanes
ASPECIAL form of spindle and vane is

used in the construction of a con-
denser described in Patent No. 206,365/23
(G. F. Barrington, of Twickenham).

FIG.

A

FIG. 2

FIG. 3
Fixing Condenser Vanes (No, 206,365/23).1.

Fig. i shows a complete instrument;'
Fig. 2 a moving vane, and Fig. 3 details,
of the method of fixing. The moving
vanes are made with a projecting portion

anti are cut as shown. The spindle
is surrounded. by a locking sleeve C; B is 1

formed with slots D and the sleeve c is
formed with similar slots E deeper than
the slots D. The plates with their project-

ing portions fit into the slots in the spindle
and the whole are fixed tightly together
by the adjusting screw F.

ANNOUNCING ELECTION RESULTS (Concluded
from page 666).

filled with people who had come to hear
the results. This crowd would undoubtedly
have been far larger except for the fact
that a fog began to come up from the river.
Nevertheless everyone was in good humour,
and as the results came through the
announcements were greeted by cheers.
Rattles were also used to good effect !

It is not too much to say that this was
the first occasion on which an outdoor loud-
speaker demonstration has been given in
the heart of London. Great developments
are possible in this direction in the future.

Further interest was created by the Daily
Graphic screen, on which were shown
amusing films' (iEsop's Fables) and an-
nouncements. Matt, the Daily Graphic
cartoonist, drew on the screen caricatures
of scores of past and present politicians.
AMATEUR WIRELESS also found a place in
the demonstration, for announcements 'on
the screen reminded the crowd that it is,

...as it has always been, the best paper for
the amateur. More than this, AMATEUR

hWIRELESS technical experts assisted the
"Marconiphone" operators to make the
.demonstration the success that it un-
dbubtedly was.'

Some particulars of the apparatus used
will be of interest to our readers. To work
the two huge lotid-speakers eight valves
were used-two high -frequency aniplifiers,
a detector and five power amplifiers. A
special loose coupling had to be used in
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the tuner to cut out interference from the
arc working the lantern for projecting
pictures on to the screen. This tuner was
incorporated in an RB 6 model "Marconi -
phone" receiver, which makes use of six
H.F. valves with aperiodic-transformer
coupling. Only two stages of H.F. ampli-
fication were necessary, however. DEV
and DEQ (dull emitter) valves were used
in this set.

Even when so close to 2 L 0 a large cur-
rent is necessary to get results from demon-
stration loud -speakers. The necessary
"juice" was obtained from a "Marconi -
phone" special public -hall demonstration
$et, making use of five LS 5 (dull -emitter)

Another 'election scene. The inmates of
St. Dunstan's listening to the results.

power valves coupled by the resistance -
capacity method. This coupling almost
entirely eliminates, distortion; 'still further
to clarify signals a special smoothing
transformer was used in the anode circuit
of the last valve. Grid bias up to 24 volts
was supplied to any valve by .means of
plugs and jacks, from a common battery.
A small indoor aerial about 25 ft. long was
used. High-tension supply was obtained
from an M. -L. anode converter, 28o volts
being supplied to the power valves.

Results were shown on the screen by the
Sunday Times and the Daily Graphic as
soon as they were received by tape
machines and telephones. Thus there was
a race between wire and wireless, and as
the results were received by the newspapers
and 2 L 0 practically simultaneously little
time was lost in broadcasting -them. Con-
,sidering that 2 L 0 had to alternate results
with musical items wireless Was not much

'iliehind the screen!

Worcestershire elementary schools have
been forbidden the teaching of wireless as
part of the curriculum. The reason given
is that there is the risk of children climb-
ing on to roofs to erect aerials.

OUR INFORMATION BUREAU
Owing io very great pressure on our space we regret that it has been necessary to hold over the usual

page of replies to readers' questions this week. As, in all cases, replies are posted before publication, this
omission will not cause any delay. Readers are referred to page 643 of our last issue for rules.
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Fig. 1.-Map showing Expedition Route.

AMOST interesting example of the
application of wireless is furnished

by the record of the Second, Merton
College Arctic Expedition to Spitzbergen
during the period June 14 to September i5,
1923.

This expedition was a private adventure
organised by Mr.' George Binney, of
Merton College, Oxford, and had for its
objects natural history observation, geo-
graphical survey and geological research,
combined with the pleasures and possi-
bilities of big -game hunting.

The Venue
A glanCe at the map reproduced in

Fig. r shows the venue of the trip. The
first intention was to land a sledge party
at some such point as A, in North East
Land, and to pick them up again at point
B. An alternative route for the sledge
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to keep the rendezvous at B, or whether
they should branch off on the alternative,

route, it was decided to install a wireless
transmitting set in the parent ship, and
to equip the sledge party with a portable
receiving apparatus.

The transmitting and receiving appa-
ratus fitted on board was of standard
Burndept manufacture.

The Receiving Set
The question of a receiving set for the

sledge party, however, had to receive
special consideration. The sledges were
to be operated by man power, and the
weight of the apparatus had to be reduced
to a minimum. Moreover, no facilities
would exist en route for charging accumu-
lators for filament heating. Ultimately a
special receiving set was designed and
made by Mr. Relf, who was in charge of

Rough going at Spitzbergen. Such conditions were a severe
test for the apparatus.

party was to be from A to C, then across
the Hinlopen Strait by means of a boat
left at C, and across New Friesland to
point D. The area round about D had
been previously surveyed on a former ex-
pedition in 1921.

To enable the sledge party to learn
from the ship whether it would be possible

entateur Wes

Fig. 2.-Siedgirg Food Bob with Receiving Set.

will be seen, a very neat little set was
produced. Standard "Gecophone" com-
ponents were used exclusively in making
up the set, these being presented to the
expedition by the General Electric Com-
pany, Ltd.

The question of selecting suitable valves
for this set presented difficulties. It was
expected that going would be rough
during the greater part of the journey,
and standard. R -type valves seemed to be
indicated from the point of view of
mechanical strength. These, however,
were ruled out on the score of the weight
of secondary batteries which would be
necessary, and it was ultimately decided
to install Marconi DER -type dull -emitter
valves.

Current and Supply
Careful calculation showed that suffi-

View showing Aerial with a Member of the Expedition
receiving signals from the parent ship.

the surveying. A photograph of this
apparatus is shown by Fig. 2, and the
following description will be of interest to
our readers.

The set was made to fit the standard
sledging food -box. A standard three -
valve circuit (one H.F., one detector and
one L.F. valve) ,was employed, and, as

dent energy for filament heating could bk.t
obtained from two 22 -ampere -hour (actual)
batteries, and these, of the Fuller "Block"
type, were included in the equipment when
the sledge party left the ship. Actually
they ran the valves whenever necessary
during the journey, and were not com-
pletely exhausted when the sledge ,party



2,000

137-
POST FREE

(No other charges)

GUARANTEE
We agree to re-
place or to return
cash if Phones do
not give satisfac-
tion, subject to
their being re
turned undamaged

within 7 days.

An ERICSSON CONTINENTAL makes
an acceptable Xmas Gift.'

Immediate delivery.
The Ericsson Continental is the best known and most efficient
continental phone. lts qualities are loud, clear and full articulation,
capacity for recording the most subtle variations of tone, lightness

and comfort to the head and high finish,

WIRELESS DISTRIBUTING Co..
2, Dorset Street,

Salisbury Square,
London, E.C.4.
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- Six Marconi DER valves were taken
with the party. These were packed in
ordinary cotton -wool in a rough wooden
case, and this case was carried in one of
the sledges. One of the valves came to an
untimely end by accident before the party
started, but the remaining five survived
until the commencement of the last eight
miles of the overland journey,, when ex-
tremely rough going was experienced,
which resulted in the loss of two more
valves. The three remaining valves, how-
ever, did good service until the end of the
journey.

The total weight of the receiving appa- 
ratus, including the batteries, was only

- 20 lb. The aerial consisted of three 7 -ft.
bamboo poles, which 'could he fitted
together, and an 8o -ft. length of aerial
wire leading from the top to .a short pole
6 ft. high. The lead-in was from the
higher end. The earth consisted of a
similar length of bare copper wire laid
along the ice immediately underneath the
aerial.

As regards results, during the whole of
the journey the ship was received with
satisfactory clearness whenever the sledge
party listened in. A view of the party
picking up messages from the ship is
shown.

It will be easily appreciated how valu-
able this equipment would have been in
the case of any mishap which would pre-
vent the ship taking up the party at the
appointed place. As it happened, how -
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ever, the original programme had to he
abandoned, as it was found impossible
owing to the condition of the pack ice to
bring the ship round to position A in North
East Land. Actually the sledge party was
landed at point E at the north of New
Friesland, and the route traversed was
approximately that shown by the dotted
line, the party actually being picked up at
D in accordance with plan. Although the
set was not called upon to take part in any
emergency, during the last stage of the
journey, when it was finally established by
wireless that, the party would be picked up
safely at the appointed time, it was found
pOssible'to abandon certain stores.

We are indebted to Mr. Ernest F. Relf,
a member of the expedition, for the in-
formation contained in this article and
for, his permission to reproduce photo-
graphs.

64 The Home Constructor's Wireless
Guide," by W. James (Wireless Press
Ltd., Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2).
This book, from the pen of a well-known
writer on wireless matters, amply fulfils
the claims made by its title. It is a com-
prehensive guide, both in theory and
practice, for the amateur who is not con-
tent to work entirely by rule of thumb.
The book is written in the form of a series
of pertinent questions and answers, which
have been carefully selected so as to pro-
vide all the essential information for the
home worker. The price is 3s. 6d.

INSULATOR
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A COIL -REVERSING PLUG
(Correction)

OWING to an oversight an error
occurred in the description of a coil -

reversing plug in "Practical Odds and
Ends," p. 599, No. 78. This should be
amended as follows : Between the pins and

EBONiTE
umrimia
10111111111M=mu ins

FIG. 2

sockets in Fig. i (reptoduced above;
should be placed small insulators. A slot,
as shown in Fig. 2, should be cut out of
the ebonite so that opposite pins and
sockets can be connected together as in
Fig. s.

An Opening for a Wireless Enthusiast.
-We hear that Messrs. Peto-Scott Com-
pany, Ltd., 64, High Holborn, London,
W.C. it, have a vacancy on their staff for
a wireless enthusiast capable of answering
technical questions. A live, enthusiastic
young man is wanted. Applications-and
they are invited only from the right people
--should be sent direct to Messrs. Peto-
Scott Company, Ltd.

GENUINE ERICSSON CONTINENTAL

4,000 HEADPHONES 4,000
WITH GUARANTEE OHMS

14/-
2,000

OHMS

13/-
POST FREE

(No other charges)

IMPORTANT
All Postal Orders to be
made payable to Wire.
less Distributing Co. and
crossed.

SPErIFICATION
Heavily plated steel head.
bands, with Ball and Socket
adjustonms. A itunimum
receiver cases with cord
terminals enclosed. Coils
wound to total re.ista, ce
of 4,000 ohms or 2,00 ohms
as marked. Fbonite ear- -

taps. Braided cord with
metal tags.

No. 19/20 S.P.D.T; No. 19/21 D.P.D.T.
Price 1/ . post 2d. Price 1/6. cost 2d.

Ts4NoPte: MUSEUM RM.

54. GRAFTON STREET.
LONDON

4-

CREAT REDUCTION
IN PRICES

Owing to the Enormous Success
of these Neat Pane! Mounting
Switches, we have been able to
Substantially Reduce the Prices.

Supplied in Nickel -Plated
or Polished Brass Finish.

DEALERS APPLY for TERMS
ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS

Fmk, SLOUCH.

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
for yotir WIRELESS

If you cannot have a " fifty guinea "
polished panel Set that is no reason why
you should not have one of our polished
panels for a start.
Ask your Dealer to get you one. AU panels stamped

bRITISH MADE

BRITISH EBONITE
COMPANY LIMITED
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7. Trade

Mat k
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ARCO

D.E.3.
For use with dry batteries.

Price 30/- each
SOLD BY ALL GECOPHONE SERVICE DEPOTS & WIRELESS DEALERS

(Manufacturer & Wholesale only) The General Ele:tric Co., Ltd. Head Office : Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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No adaptor required
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Crystal Reception
SIR,-It may interest some of your

readers to know that I can receive the
Paris concerts at Nunhead (London, S.E.)
on a simple crystal circuit, using hertzite
crystal. The reception varies very much;
on some evenings it is quite plain, but on
others one has to listen very intently.
During the last few weeks reception has
been quite good.
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If I put in one stage of L.t . amplifica-
tion three pairs of phones can be used and
all can hear in comfort. -F. E. MCC.
(Nunhead).

Noises in Broadcast Reception
SIR,-In No. 78, under the heading

"Noises in Broadcast Reception," a con-
tributor considers that jamming by spark
transmissions experienced by receiving
stations situated near to the coast is due
to 'lack of selectivity in the apparatus
employed for reception. I am not an
expert, and I do not wish in the least to
be sarcastic, but I wish that your con-
tributor would show me how to increase
the selectivity of our sets so that spark

Don't be caught
over the Xmas Holidays through H.T.
giving out, spare accumulator or valves, etc.
Buying sets and accessories from a well known and old
established company is your guarantee of courteous
treatment and efficient apparatus.
All your wireless wants supplied at once by us.
We are agents for and stock.ull selection of Burna'ePt se's

and Components. Call, write a; phone Gerrard 88o6.

HAMBLING, CLAPP & CO., Ltd.
1 1 , AGAR STREET, STRAND

(Opposite Charing Cross Hospital)

THE

ONE CONTROL CRYSTAL SET

DON'T

DELAY

SEND

TO -DAY

ALL SETS

GUARANTEED

OR

CASH!

REFUNDED

HIGHLY POLISHED EBONITE PANEL
NICKELLED TERMINALS AND DETECTOR

NATURAL COLOURED MAHOGANY CABINET

TUNED WITH VARIABLE CONDENSER & COIL

Size, 6 in. by 5 in. by 31/2 in.

COMPLETE WITH SUPERSENSITIVE CRYSTAL

25/-
or with one pair of Headphones (4,000 ohms), 37/6'

GOOD TRADE TERMS

H. C. PHILLIPS & SONS, Ltd.,
81, TURNMILL ST, E.C.1.

minute from Farringdon 'Street Station (Met.)
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transmissions would cease to be a serious
annoyance.

My own set is sufficiently selective to
separate any B.B.C. station pretty
thoroughly from any other. I always work
with the loosest possible coupling between
primary and secondary, and sometimes
with and sometimes without reaction on to
tuned -anode or H.F. transformer. In
spite of this telephony is often badly
marred by spark signals. These inter-
fering signals seem to be, since they can
be tuned in to maximum strength quite
easily, right on the broadcasting band
round about 40o metres.

Any hints will be most gratefully
received.-J. H. S. F.

IT'S READY
Our long promised illustrated price list

Send stamp for postage.
Ask your wireless friends about the " BOYS" components.

Enormous success of the Tapped Inductance
Tapped inductance wound with to sections of /-1,
to turns and so sections of s, as shown. Price 4.10/'"
Ebonite panel, 7° x 5" x assembled complete
as shown, with velvet traverse switch arms. r.

Price I /

P. H. BOYS & CO.
Electrical and Wireless Engineers

187, GOSWELL Rd., LONDON, E.C.1

ROWLEY & LOUIS
12, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.10

Headphones:
Genuine Brunet, 4,000 ohms ... 18/6
N. & K., best finish, very loud 14/11
French D.L., 4,000 ohms 11/6

Aerial Wire, 7/22 copper, ioo ft. 2/2
Lead-in Wire ... per yd., 2d. and 3d.
Silk -covered Twin Flex, per yd 0/3
Switch Arms, complete, best only 0/9
Filament resistances, best only 2/-
Fixed Condensers 1/ -
Best Condenser Dials ... 2/ -
Basket Coils, 235-2,650 metres

set of 7 1/11
Ebonite Valve Holders, best

Valve Sockets ... per doz. 0/9
Valve Pins ... ... per doz 0/6
Brunet L.F. Transformers ... 14/ -
High -class Guaranteed L.F.

Transformer
H.F. Transformers, any wave -

Crystal Detectors, in glass ... 1/6
Shaw's Genuine Hertzite, large 0/8
Herbo Cat's Whisker improves

results on any crystal set ... 0/6
Phone Cords, best ... per set 1/3
Condenser Plates ... per pair lid.
Contact Studs ... ... per doz. 0/4
Small Spacers ... ... per doz. 21d.
Large Spacers ... ... per doz. 0/3
Brass Bushes ... ... each 11d.
2 & 4 B.A. Threaded Rod, per ft. 0/3
Shell Insulators, large each 0/6
Shell Insulators, small each 0/3

Enclose

Telephone : Hornsey 668.

COIL HOLDERS
Aluminium and Ebonite. Anti -
capacity handles. Highly finished

and of excellent value.
3 -way ... 6/6... 2 -way ... 5/8

Reel and Egg Insulators, each 0/2
Insulated Hooks ... each 0/2
Spade Terminals, threaded, each lid.
Bushed Ebonite Knobs, best, each 0/3
Lead-in Tubes, any length, per in. 0/1
Best Ebonite, only in sheets,

i in., in., in per lb. 4/6
Systoflex, best ... ... per yd. 0/5
Systoflex, cheap per yd. 0/3
Best quality Coil Holders, 2 -way 5/6
Best quality Coil Holders, 3 -way 6/6
Knife Switches for panel mounting 0/11
Engraved Rheostat Dials, each 0/4
Crystal Cups, with 4 screws, each 0/2
C.A.V. Accumulator, 6 volt, 6o

amp., in case with switch,
fuses, etc. ... Al 19 .0

Special R type Dutch Valve,
guaranteed best quality ... 818

Ediswan, Marconi, Cossor & Mullard
15/.

Instrument Wires.
Prices per lb. Enam-No' D.C.C. D.S.C, elled

is
...

2/8 3/9 2/3203/9 2/3
22 2/8 3/11 2/8
24 3/4 4/4 2/0
26 .. 4/. _ 4/11 3/-
25 5/10 3/4
30 //42 6/10 3/0
32 7/10 3/11
34 8/- 8/10 4/4
36 ... 8/6 11/6 4/8

All sizes in stock.
id. extra for reeling under x lb.

All goods sent off same day as ordered.
sufficient for postage, extra postage will be returned.
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RADIOGRAMS
lAnsahos ittilesli-bikaLL
AQUESTION raised by a London daily

is : " Will the broadcasting of speeches
and public entertainments develop our
critical faculty and make us less easy to
please ? "

"The law of acceleration seems to be
acting very strongly just now in regard
to the progress of broadcasting," says the
Glasgow Herald. -

MI

During the recent 'Transatlantic tests::
organised by the B.B. C., one Scots
amateur, without any thought of remaint-'
ing up for the occasion; left his set
adjusted: "He was actually awakened
and -somewhat' startled," says the Daily
Record, "by hearing ' Hullo, America ! '-

in no uncertain tones issuing from his
receiver."

Senatore Marconi announced recently
that successful tests have been carried out
between England and St. Vincent (Cape
Verde Islands) with a special directional
transmitting system.

At the Mining Engineering Exhibition,
opened at Cardiff recently, wireless appa-
ratus for use in collieries and mines was
given a prominent position.

The improved Marconi wireless set for
ships' lifeboats, recently demonstrated at
Gravesend before the Seafarers' Joint
Council, represents great advances in
apparatus of this kind. The transmitting
power is about four times that which could
previously be. obtained. The arrangement
of masts and aerials is such that they can
easily be handled in an open boat at sea.
The directional receiver enables the actual
direction of a rescuing vessel to be deter-
mined.

I'v'e learn that the Griffin Wireless Sup-
plies, of 8o, Newington Causeway, S.E.r,
has opened a branch at i8, Kingsland-
Road, E.2, where a large stock of appa-
ratus can be seen.

(Continued on 'Sage 684) .

LETTS'S
Amateur Wireless

Notebook and Diary
The Handy Guide and Reference

for all Wireless Enthusiasts.
Over 800 Amateur Call Signs.

Cloth, 1 /6. Leather with back -loop
pencil, 2/6.

CASSELL'S LONDON
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GUARANTEED GOODS
DELIVERY BY RETURN. IF UNSATIS-
FACTORY MONEY RE ' URNED IN FULL

Aluminium Vanes, 5d. doz. Aerial Pulleys, 6d. Anti -
Capacity Handles, 6d. Aerial ,Wire. -Finest 7/22, 2/6
zoo feet. Postage 1/-. Cats Whiskers. ---Gold, 2d.;
Silver, Id.; Spearpoint, 1d. Set of 4, 6d. Coils,
Basket. -Set of 6, 1/11. Waxless, 2/3. 41 volt
Batteries (Britiib), 5/9 doz. Variable Grid -
leaks, 1/11, 3/-, 5/9. Coil -Holders, solid ebonite,
2 -way, 4/.; 3 -way, 5/-. Sockets, 70. each. Con-
denser and Grid -leaks, 2/, Gricl,leaks, all megs., 1/.
and 1/9. Condensers, Fixed -To .00h, 9d.; to .005,

i1-; to .or, 1/6; to .1, 2/, Ditto, Variable. -.00i, 8/-;
.0005, 6/-; .0003, 5/6; .0002, 4/6; vernier, 4/-. With
ebonite or aluminium end plates. Knob and dial.
Condenser Dials, o.rSo, 11d.; with knob, 1/4 and 1/9.

Bushes. -Top, Id.; bottom, Id. All D.C.C. wires
stocked.

Ditto, End Plates, 9d. each, drilled. Solid ebonite.
Contact Studs, 4d. doz. Stops, 5d. doz. Connecting

Wire, tinned copper, 3 yds. 2d. Dewar Switches,
2 -way, 3/9.

Crystals. Every make stocked. Zincite, ad.; Bornite,
ed.' Talite, 9d.; Hertzite, 9d.; Galena, Silicon,
Carborundum, 3d.; Copper Pyrites, 6d.; Marvelite,
1/3; Lapisite, 1/6; Midite, 1/,

Gold Seal Plastic Metal for fixing Crystals, 6d. boa.
Crystal Cups, 4 -screw, lid. Detector Glasses, 4i -d.

each, Buzzers, 2/6.
Crystal Detectors. Plain brass, 1/3; Nickel, 1/6;

Dustproof, 1/6 and 2/6; Plug-in Type, 3/6; Perikon,
2/3 and 2/9. (Zincite and Bornite.)

Crystal Detector Parts, in envelope, 9d. and 1/3.
Nickel, 1/. and 1/6.

Earth Clips, adjustable, 6d. Ebonite, 3/8 lb., any
size. Fil. Resist.' Dial, 71d.

Filament Resistances, 1/6, 2/-, 3/-; porcelain base, 4/,
Foil. Copper, 3d. foot. Tin, Stl. Formers, 12 by 2,

2d.; 12 by 4. 4d.; 12 by 5, 5d. H.T. Batteries,
36vt., 7/.; 63vt., 8/6 and 12/..

Headphones. Continental, 11/6; Best, 21/-, 24/-, 25/-;
N. and K., 12/9; Brunet, 17/6; Pival, 16(6; Fellows,
18/6.

Amplion Loud Speaker, 42/, " ultra," 4,000 ohms,
37/8. Postage, 2/-.

Insulated Hooks, 1id. Tape, 6d. roll. Insulators -
Egg, lid.; Reel, ld.; Shell, 2d. Frame Aerials,
detachable, 19/6.

Jack and Plug, 2/. and 5/.. Lightning Arresters, 2/ -
each. Spade Terminals, 2 a td. Screwed type, 2d.
each. Pin type, 2d.

Knobs, finest, 41d., 3d. and 2d. Lead-in Tubes, 12 in.,
11d.; 9 in., 10d.; 6 in.,9d. Flat Slmple4 L pattern,
1/6. Class Tubes, 9., 7d., ad.

.Loud -Speaker Aluminium Trumpets, 6/9. Screwed
Rod, 12in. B.A., 21-d.; 4/6 B.A., 2d.

Mica, .002, 2d. sheet. Nuts, z B.A., 21d.; 4/5/6/8, 2d.
doz.; O.B.A., ad.

Potentiometers, 20G ohms, 3/6; 400, 5/6; guaranteed.
Scales, Ivorine, o.18o, 3d. Set Name Tabs, 6d. Bell

Wire, 12 yds., 6d.
Slider Rods, 31d. Plunger, 2d. Best Ebonite, ed.

Wound Vario-couplers, 6/6. Tapped Coils, 20 and
to turns, 2/11 and 3/6.

Spacers. large. 2id. doz. ; small, 1id. doz. Spring
Washers, 3d. doz.

Sleeving, all colours, 3 yds., z mm., 11d. Shellac,
8d. bottle.

Switches, lacquered brass on ebonite, S.P.S.T., 1/.;
S.P.D.T., 1/8; -D.P.D.T.. Panel mounting
nickel, S.P.D.T., 1/6; D.P.D.T., 2/-.

Switch Arms, 1st qual., 8d. Screws, all B.A.'s-To
in., Od.; to l in., 9d. doz. (cheesehead, round-

head or countersunk).
Special Oldham Accumulators, 4.40, 21/-; 4.60, 25/-1

6.40, 29/6; 6.60, 35/,
Transformers, H.F. Plug-in, No. 1, 150/450 metres,

3/9; 2, 250/700, 3, 450/1,200, 4/3; 4, 900/2,000, 4/6;
5, 1,600/3,2oo, 4/9; 6, 2,zoo/5,000 5/..

Transformers, approx. 5 to 1, 11/0 and 15/-; all
guaranteed. " Powquip," 13/6; best nickel, 14/6.
Bobbins, 1/6. H.F. Formers, 2/-.

Terminals, W.O., 2d.; telephone, 11d.; pillar, 2d.;
wood screw, 1id.

'Phone Cords, toid. and 1/9. Tablets, Earth, Aerial,
etc., ld. Flex (twin), 2d. yd.

Valves, Cossor, Ediswan, Mullard, Marconi. Special
purchase, 12/6 each. Ordinary and low temperature
in stock.

Variometers, double wound, 2/9; Ebonite miniature,
3/9. Formers, ed. pair. Wound Coils, 12 by 4,
2/5; 6 by 3, 1/8; 9 by 3, 2/3.

Valve Holders, finest ebonite, 1/3; moulded, 9d. (nut
and washer).

Valve Legs, 10d. doz. Valve Pins, 9d. doz. Volt-
meters, 5/6 and 8/6.

Wander Plugs, 3d. each. Washers, Id. doz. Wood's
Metal, 2d.

EVERY ACCESSORY ON THE MARKET STOCKED.
Largest Stocks in British Isles

Imperative. -Kindly send ample postage; balance
always refunded. SEND FOR FREE LIST. Trade
supplied at separate trade counter.

RADIO STOCKS, Ltd
Museum 4213 (Mail Order, " Radio Hous- n).

8789, Newman St., Oxford St., London, W.
Between Oxford Circus and Tottenham Con Road,
And at 43a, Cranbourn St., Leicester Sq., W.
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It appears that many people are burning
the midnight oil in Newcastle. A corre-
spondent to a local paper says that when
he listens to America at 3 a.m. he experi-
ences continual interruptions caused by
heterodyning !

An article in 'a provincial paper on
variometers points out that their use
"tightens up the efficiency of the set con-
siderably. . . ." Have you noticed this ?

a 11

Madame Tetrazzini has announced her
intention of broadcasting from 2 L 0 early
in the new year.

m e

Low -power wireless apparatus has now
been fitted to all lightships in the Mersey
estuary for communication with the
Harbour Board offices in Liverpool.

o

It is likely that an Irish broadcasting
company, similar in constitution to the
B.B.C., will be formed early in the new
year. In a White Paper submitted to the
Dail Eireann on December 4 the P.M.G.
outlined the proposed scheme. The com-
pany would have no official connection
with the Government. Thirty thousand
pounds is the proposed capital, to be pro-
vided by firms in the wireless industry.
Seven directors will be nominated by the
constituent firms of the company. Receiv-
ing sets will be licensed, and the first
station would be erected in Dublin.

The French Society of Physics cele-
brated its jubilee by opening a scientific
exhibition in Paris. The outstanding
exhibits consist of wireless apparatus, an
exhibit of particular interest being a tank
fitted with receiving and transmitting gear.

11 II

Writing in the Evening Standard on
broadcasting and the theatre, Mr. Basil
Macdonald Hastings says that "because
broadcasting and the theatre have no more
bearing upon each other than the Saturday
Review and Comic Cuts, it is sheer
desipience to associate them." Nasty !

Mr. Hastings ends up by saying that,
"At the risk of being left out from the
next -clerical garden party, I am going to
remind all concerned that you canno
broadcast legs !"

On Sunday, December 2, the first after-
noon concert was broadcast from the
Sheffield station, the concert in question
being. relayed from Manchester. Over
5,000 letters of appreciation were received.

a a a

A correspondent, writing to the B.B.C.
in regard to the institution of a relay
station in Liverpool, received a reply stat-
ing that the question of relay stations in

(Continued on page 688)
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2 L O's Programme
Dec. 13 -Dec. 19.

THURSDAY. 5.45 pin., MusiCal Talk
by " Auntie Hilda " and " Uncle
Humpty Dumpty.' 7.30 p.m. to 8.20
p.m Orchestral Music and Dance Music
by the Octet and 2140. Dance Bands.
8.2o p.m., Act I. of Little Nelly Kelly
from New Oxford Theatre. '9.45 p.m.,
Talk on " Inventors of this Country,"
by Rt. Hon. Sir William Bull. 'To p.m.,
Dance Music.

Friday. 5.45 p.m.., Two lectures on
" Housekeeping," by " Mrs. May."
Syncopated Piano Music by Mr. Stanley
Holt. 9.4o p.m'., Acts II. and III. of
Little Nelly  Kelly from New Oxford
Theatre.

Saturday. 7.30 Pagliacci from
the Old Vic. 8,5o p.m., The Roos-
ters' Concert Party. 9.45 p.m., "Models
and Model Railways," by Mr. W. J. Bas-
sett-Lowke. Dance Music from Savoy
Hotel.

Sunday. 3 p,m., Organ Recital from
Armitage Hall by Mr. H. C. Warrilow.
Songs by Miss D. Bennett, violoncello
solos by Miss E. Lake ; pianoforte items
by Miss M. Snowden. 8.3o p.m.,
Anthem, " Bethlehem," by " The Church
Quartette." 9 p.m, "Royal Air Force
Band " from 6BM (Bournemouth).

Monday. 5 p.m, Extract from
Jack Hardy. Talk on " Music " by
Mr. E. Grant. Songs by " Uncle Rex.
9.45 p.m., The Beggar'sOpera from Lyric
Theatre.

Tuesday. 7.3o p.m., Pianoforte Solos
by Miss H.  Dederick. Two Comedy
Sketches by Mr. and Mrs. Riley. 8.45
p.mi, Violin Recital by Miss D. Kennedy.
Dance Music by the Savoy Orpheans and
Savoy Havana Bands from the Savoy
Hotel.

Wednesday. 5 " Uncle " Pol-
lard Crowther. The Elocutionist. Miss
R. de Perinello. 7.3o p.m., Dance
Music by the Wireless Orchestra.
" Western Fairy Tales Told in Eastern
Fashion," by Rt. Hon. Sir -William Bull.
The Prince in Disguise, recited by
Madame L. Ginnett ; Songs by Miss
Nora Lynn.

FOUR
"AMATEUR WIRELESS"
HANDBOOKS -1s. 6d. EACH

WIRELESS TELEPHONY
EXPLAINED

SIMPLE CRYSTAL
RECEIVING SETS

WIRELESS COMPONENT
PARTS

SIMPLE VALVE
RECEIVING SETS

CASSELL & CO., LTD.,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE,
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The special safety eau (P2ov. Pat.)
which is now being fitted to all
Edlswan Valves. The filament
pins are shorter in length than
the plate or grid pins, thus
avold'ng all risk of them malting
sarta:a contacts on the wrong

sockets.

hrik
-s-V -s"' in* A A ,A a hi

AT

VALVES
For reliability, sound construction and advanced design the " Ediswan 
reputation is your guarantee. Buy the valve with a name behind it.

TYPE A.R.D.E.
(DULL EMITTER)

REDUCED PRICE NOW 21/-
Filament Volts ... . i.3..-2,". Overall Length

Current ... ... -30. (including pins)... rio mm. nroc.
Anode Volts ... .., 2o -5o. Cap ... ... ... Safety 4. -pin.
Bulb Diameter ... ... 29 mm.
Do not put more than 2 volts across the filament, Eminently stsitab'e

for reflex circuits.

TYPE " A.R." -06
The Latest Dull Emitter, 00/ -

This valve can be run off dry cells, reducing upkeep costs to a minimum.
The current consumption at a filament voltage of 2.5 volts is only .06 of

an ampere.
TYPE "R"

15/ -
TYPE "A.R."

15/.
Have you had your FREE cob, of Illustrated Booklet," The Thep -Hann.

Valve"? If not, send a postcard to -day.
Four dealer kolds sleeks to supply you. If not, write us di, ect, giving his

name and address.

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.,
123/125, Queen Victoria St., and 71. Victoria St., S.W.1
Branches in all Principal
towns. Works : Ponders

End, Middlesex

Buy British Goods Only

Contractors to H.M.
Admiralty, War_ Office,
Royal Air Force.

Everything for Wireless
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BROADCAST.
----TELEPHO NY

Some ol these transmissions are commercial
or official. Wavelengths and times are liable
to alteration without notice. The times gives
are according to Greenwich Mean Time.

London B.B.C. Station (2 L 0), 35o metres.
Weekdays, 11.3o a.m. to 12.30 p.m., concert;
5 p.m. to 5.3o p.m., women's half-hour ; 5.30
p.m. to 6.15 p.m., children's stories (Mondays,
6.15 p.m. to 6.2s p.m., Boys' Brigade and
Boys' Life Brigade news); 7 p.m. to 20.3o
p.m., concert and news. Sundays, 3 p.m. to
5 p.m., concert; 8.3o p.m. to 10.30 p.m.,
concert and news.

Manchester B.B.C. Station (2 Z Y), 400
metres. Weekdays, 3.30 p.m., concert; 5 p.m.,
women's half-hour; 5.25 p.m., farmers' weather
report ; 5.30 p.m., children's hour (Mondays,
6.zo p.m., Boys' Brigade and Boys' Life
Brigade news); 6.2o p.m. to 7.15 p.m. and 7.45
p.m. to 10.3o p.m. concert and news. Sundays,
8.30 p.m. to 10.25 p.m., concert and news, etc.

Birmingham B.B.C. ' Station (5 I T), 475
metres. Weekdays, 3.3o p.m. to 4.3o p.m.,
Concert; 5.3o p.m. to 6p.m., women's half
hour ; 6 p.m. to 6.45 p.m., children's hour
(Mondays, 6.45 p.m., Boys' Brigade and Boys'
Life Brigade news); 7 p.m. to 10.3o p.m.,
concert and news. Sundays, 8.3o p.m. to to.3o
p.m., concert and news, etc.

Newcastle B.B.C. Station "(5 N 0), 370
metres. Weekdays, 3.45 p.m., concert; 4.45.
p.m., women's half-hour; 5.15 p.m., children's
hour; 6 p.m., scholars' half-hour (Mondays,
6.30 p.m., Boys' Brigade . and Boys' Life
Brigade news); 7 p.m. to 10.3o p.m., concert,
news. Sundays, 8.3o p.m. to It p.m., concert
and news, etc.

Cardiff B.B.C. Station (5 NV .\), 435 metres.
Weekdays, 3.3o p.m. to 4.3o p.m., concert;
5.30 p.m. to 6 p.m., women's half-hour;
6 p.m. to 6.45 p.m., children's hour (Mondays,
6.45 p.m., Boys' Brigade and Boys' Life
Brigade news); 7 p.m. to 10.30 p.m., concert
and news. Sundays, 8.10 p'.m. to II p.m.,
concert and news.

Glasgow B.B.C. Station (5 S C), 415 metres.
Weekdays, 3.3o p.m. to 4.3o p.m., concert;
5 'p.m. to 5.3o p.m., women's half-hour ;
5.30 p.m. to 6 p.m., children's hour (Mondays,
7.15 p.m., Boys' Brigade and Boys' Life
Brigade news); 7 p.m. to 10.3o p.m., concert
and news. Sundays, 8.3o p.m. to 10.45 p.m.,
concert and news, etc.

Bournemouth B.B.C. Station (6 B M), 385
metres. Weekdays, 3.45 p.m. to 4.36 p.m.,
concert ; 5.15 p.m. to 10.15 p.m., concert and
news. Sundays, 8.3o p.m. to 19.15 p.m.,
concert and news.

Aberdeen B.B.C. Statioh (2 B D), 495 metres.
Weekdays, 3.3o p.m. to 4.3o p.m., concert;
5 p.m. to 6 p.m., women's ,half-hour and
children's corner ; 7 p.m. to 10.30 p.m., concert
and news. Sundays, 8.3o p.m. to 10.30 p.m.,
concert and views.

Sheffield (Relay) B.B.C. Station, .303 metres.
Programme relayed from one of the main
stations daily.

Croydon (G E D), goo metres. Daily.
Eiffel Tower (F L), 2,600 metres. Daily,

6.40 a,m. to 7 a.m., weather forecast; It a.m.
to 11.30 a.m., weather forecast ; 3.4o p.m.,
Stock Exchange news; 5.30 p.m. (Saturdays
excepted), Bourse closing prices; 6.10 p.m.,
7 p.m., and 7.20 p.m. (Sundays only), concert
and news ; so p:m., weather foreCaSt.

Paris Concerts Radiola (S F R), 1,78o
metres. Daily, 12.3o p.m., concert and news;
2.45 p.m, first.' Bourse report; 4.30 p.m.,
Bourse closing prices; 4.45 p.m., concert and
news; 6.45 p.m., news; 8.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m.,
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Concert ; also concert from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.;
to to 10.45 p.m. on Sundays.

Rome (1 C D), 3,200 metres. Daily, To a.m.
Konigswusterhausen (L P), 2,80o metres.

Daily, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., Stock Exchange news;
11 a.m. to 12.30 p.m., news and concert;
4 p.m. to 5.3o p.m., Stock Exchange news.

Ecole Superieure des Postes et Telegraphes,
450 metres. 3.3o p.m. to 4 p.m. (Wednesday
and Friday), 7.45 p.m. to to p.m. (Tuesday
and Thursday), 2.3o p.m. to 7.3o p.m. (Satur-
day), concerts.

At the debate on "Would Broadcasting
Benefit the Theatre ?" at the Playgoers'
Club on December 3, it was argued that
if theatre programmes were broadcast it
would benefit the sick. If the B.B.C., for
the same reason, says Mr. London in the
Daily Graphic, gave away thousands of
wireless sets for nothing, the theatre
managers would believe in their desire to
bring comfort and solace to an afflicted
world.
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SPENCER'S STORES
4-5, MASON'S AVENUE,

BASINGHALL ST., LONDON, E.C.2
TELEPHONE: LONDON WALL 2292

VALVES REPAIRED
7/6. Post free:

NOTE. -BRING} OR SEND ALL VALVES
DIRECT TO ADDRESS AS ABOVE

O

1111111 Coomes' Crystal Set
--variemeter tuned, enclosed Crystal. Fitted in
polished oak desk -shaped cabinet. Ravge, 25 to 30 mien
Price 15; -,-plus 11- B.B.C. fees, Not including accessories
Particular's of our 2, 3, 4 and 5 Valve Sets sent willingly
upon application.

Write for Catalogue "A" and Supplement.
Trade Terms on request.

I. COOMES s4- CO

Showrooms: 5, Holborn Viaduct,London, E.0
r a. Ci y 4460

Works : Connaught Road, Ilford, Essex
1374

HEADPHONES
4gtir, Receivers

tt00 ohms
Continental

10; -post 60. 4'6 & 3'9, post 40. 9,-, post 6d.
F. HOWE, 67, LITTLE HEATH, Chariton, S.E.7
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T. 0. BUSS,
77, CLERKEN WELL RD., E.C.1

10111illimilitti
aa

kw*

VARIOMETERS.
Bushed Bearings, Ebonite Dial -o-xoo, and Knobs.
Metal Parts'Plated. Wavelength 34o to 56o metres.

Adequate provision is made for mounting on a panel,
and the dial is neatly and clearly engraved.

Marvellous 43. 6dPrice
Trade Supplied Post 6d. extra.

..BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO WIRELESS..
BEST BOOK OBTAINABLE.

Explains in plain everyday language, everything yen
wish to know about WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
How to ERECT, CONNECT and Make Aerials,
complete crystal and valve sets, tuners, coils, etc..
also the latest two and three -valve tuned anode
receivers, and one and two -valve amplifiers.
144 pages including 28 diagrams). 1/3 post free.

...SAXON RADIO CO. (DEPT. 12), BLACKPOOL. -

ACCUMULATORS
C.A.V. raters, etc. Guaranteed brand new and perfect but
slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage both ways if

returned within 7 days.
tv-4oa ... 17 /- 6v-4oa 251-
4v-603 219 6v-doa ... _32/6
4 v-8oa 27/6 6v-8oa 401-
4v -Iona 32/6 oca 47/6
Teak cases, to'ished and fitted with ,fisses and switch for 6,60 or

4'x00. on y 6/6 each. Orielpta, cost,
Special Line. Best English Make, 6 v. 6o amp. hour, 22/9 each

MAUDE RUBBER CO., 68, Plaid St., W.2.

HELLO !I HELLO I !, CRYSTAL USERS -
Make an Amplifier and increase your Signals 5 times. Glasgow and
Newcastle heard in London. Complete set of parts, includin
Cabinet, Drilled Ebonite Panel, Rheostat, 8,11,Terminals, Labels, Wire ,t
etc. with clear Wiring Diagram, 16/6 Carr. paid. Cash with order.
F. H. GOBLE, 50, Tottenham Court Rd., LONDON, W.1

.11.4CCTJ1V1 "1" CP Ft
Brand new C.A. V. latest type, guaranteed, speciall
made for wireless, sent on approval against cash.
4 roll 20 amp., 14/9 6 volt 40 amp., 301.-
4  40 20/- 6  60  38/6
4   60  25/6 6  80 47/64  80 32/..

EtA.STONEFAir
228, Pentonvllle Road, Kings Orme, London, N.1.

Phone; North 2481.

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE
E QUIRES well-educated youths between the ages of

In t8 and az for training as Wireless Operators; also
skilled Operators. Age limits for skilled men 18 to 35,
ex-N.C.O.'s up to 38, with rank according to trade ability..
Rates of pay :-For men under training, 215. per week,
Skilled men from 26s. 3d, to 595. 6d. per week, on enlistment,
and all found. Allowance for wife and children to men
26 and over. Write. or call: -Inspector of Recruiting,
R.A. F., 4, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.0 2

41016
1141

BUILT FOR SERVICE.
d LAKER " masts are supplied to the leading makers

-" of Radio instruments. They are workmanlike pro-
ducts, built by engineers and superior in every way.
Steel tubing is 2 in diameter in ro ft. sections. They
are quickly assembled and easily erected. Painted

I' green ready for hoisting. They have a handsome
 aPpearance when set up. PRICES, complete with

accessories : 25 ft. 85/-, 3o ft. 4.18/', 35 ft. 62/8, so ft.
63/-, 45 ft. 75/-. IVrite for list:-- .

J. LAKER & CO., Engineers, 487,-Romford Rd., London

STEEL-LAKER" MASTS
STRONC, LICHT, DURABLE.

WHY NOT
LETTER YOUR OWN PANELS AND
SAVE EXPENSE AND WAITING?

You can, by our NEW PROCESS, do the
whole job in 6 MINUTES. They are NEAT,
CHEAP and PERMANENT. No messy
Goldsige or Varnish required, and we GUARAN-
TEE SUCCESS. THEY are not LABELS.

We have hundreds of unsolicited testimonials.
Send 6d. for Samide and Instructions. Set of 81

words, 1/6, Post Free. AGENTS WANTED.

W. H. TOOKE & Co., 88,Somers Rd.
PORTSMOUTH.
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JOHN BRAHAM
HERE'S REAL RADIO SERVICE

d.
Weco Phones, 4,000 ohms .. 12 6
" Brunet" Phones, 4,one ohms 16 6

8,orio ohms 20 0
French Adjustable Diaphragms,

High Tension Batteries, B.B.C.

Basket Coils, set of 6 ... .. 2 6

Hard Dutch Valves, Philips 9 6

Soft ,, detectors 8 6
Transformers,  Forme," 3-1 12 6

Shrouded, 3-i 15 0
Variometers, complete with

Variometers, specially impreg
nated tube ... ... .. 3 6

Vario-coupler, impregnated

VARIABLEy CONDENSERS.
Guaranteed capacity. Perfect

action.
Capacity. Panel Mntg. Cell'd Case.

s. d. s. d
.00r 7 9 8 6

.0005 6 3 7 3

.0003 5 9 6 9

.0002 5 3 8 3

.noei 4 6 5 6

2 6

tube 4 0
Duo -Coil Holders, 2 -way ... 4 6

5 6

5 d
Rheostats, best quality ... .. 1 9
Valve Holders, screwed legs 1 0

Special Rheostat, 8 ohm re-
sistance, capable of work,
ing 3 valves ... ... 2 6

Terminals, War Office, Tele-
phone and Pillar type, with
nuts, per doz. ... . I 6

Class -covered Detector 'Parts,
nickel finish 1 6

Fixed Condensers, each ... 1 0

Coil Plugs, flat ... ... 9
,, wedge mount ... 1 0

Switch Arms, excellent lamina -

Aerial Wire, guaranteed 7/22
too ft.

Aerial Wire, guaranteed 7/25

9

2 6

2 0
Lead-in Tubes . 9d., li- 1 3

Rubber -covered Lead -in- Wire,
heavy, 7 mm., per yd. ... 3

4 Min ... 2
2 mm., 1

Insulators, egg 2d., reel ... 1

Earthing Switches ... ... 1 6
Crystal Receiver, with Vario-

meter tuning, excellent
results . ... 10 0

Crystal Sets in Fancy Leather.
ette Cabinets, with iid 17 6

Send for our Illustrated Price List. Post Free.
Loud Speakers, Accumulators, Crystal and Valve Receivers,

Amplifiers and Valves always in stock.
Close r p.m. Thursdays. 9 p.m. Saturdays. Each ether evening 8 p on.

The WATERLOO ELECTRIC CO.
129, Waterloo Road, S.E.1

(1 minute Waterloo Station) Hop 5649

The GRAMAPHIX
LOUD SPEAKER

This is a most efficient device, to
which the ordinary headphones are
clipped and the Gramaphix mounted
on the tone - arm of a gramophone.

Straight or
supplied to

Straight ...
Curved ...
Gramaphix

Curved Horns
fit Gramaphix

... 616
... 12/6
... 10/6 post free.

Wireless Lis!
"F sent
fast free.

RICHARD MELHUISH, Ltd.,
Electrical Enginew s and Wireless Experts,

50 51 & 84, FETTER LANE, LONDON,E.C.4. Era. 182S.

ToRadioDealer,
fk rite Jor Special Dea

PKICE LIST
showing

standard assortment.

CCONDENSITE

EL1ORO
STANDARD RADIO PANEL

You need a radio panel and you want it immediately. But you go
to a dealer expecting delay while your panel is cut. He, however,
hands you a Condensite Celoron Radio Panel, cut and ready to
carry home. All this in. a few seconds.
Q Phis isn't fiction. You can now get Celoron Radio Panels cut in standard sizes.
No longer will you wait and pay extra cost for panel being cut from sheet stock.
EL, Select the size you need for your set. Should your radio dealer not have them
in stock, ask him to order for you. Or write us direct, designating by number the
size you need.
(f.. Condensite Celoron has long been used in connection with electrical and radio
work because of its high insulating qualities, high dielectric strength and low
dielectric losses. It is easily worked, machined, drilled and tapred, and will en-
grave evenly without leathering. It is made in one glade of quality. THE BEST.

DIAMOND FIBRE COY., LTD.
HIGH ROAD, SOUTH TOTTENHAM, LONDON, 8,15. Telephone: TOTTENHAM 2261

IN CANADA:-THE DIAMOND FIBRE CO., OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO

DON'T PAY MORE!
We sell Single Articles at Wholesale Prices to the Public

SPECIAL. CFF :
Barbion Headphones, Eritish make, Stamped B.B. C., 4,000 ohms ... 12/6

BRUNET PHONES, 4.000 ohms 13/11
FRENCH THOMSON-HOUSTON

PHONES, 4,000 ohms, our price 12/9
N. & K. HEADPHONES, every

pair stamped N. & K. ... ... 12/3
ERICSSON E.V. TYPE SMALL

EAR (Ebonite Continental) ... 13/9
STERLING, WESTERN ELEC-

TRIC, CEOCOPHONE, all 4,000
ohms. in stock (B.B.C. stamp)

DUTCH VALVES (hard) ...each 6/11
COSSOR, MARCONI, MUL-

LARD ORA VALVES in stock
FLEX (TWIN), maroon colour

yd. lid.
AERIAL WIRE, 7/22 bare cop -

postage 1/..
All D.C.C. Wire at Lowest

prices.
GEOCOSITE CRYSTALS each 1/6
TALITE (Genuine) each 6d., 9d., 1/.
HERTZITE (Genuine) each

6d., fld., 1/ -
GENUINE MIDITE, The Super

Crystal, in glass phial _cad,. 1/ -
SHAW'S GENUINE MOUNTED

HERTZITE CRYSTAL ...each 9d.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS each 1/- (enclosed

1/10

1/6
MAGNETIC AMALGO (Crystal

Fixer) . ...each Cid.
Please send sufficient in

W.O. TERMINALS, with nuts
and washers ... .. ...earth lid.

TELEPHONE TERMINALS,
with nuts and washers ...each 1)d.

TERMINALS ... ...each Id.
GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS earls 2d.
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS

each Id.
FIXED CONDENSERS, all

Capacities 8d.
CONDENSER VANES, doz. ... td.
L.F. TRANSFORMER, Ratio

5-1, best quality .. ...each 11/ -

ADJUSTABLE CRYSTAL CUPS
21d.

CONTACT STUDS, with nuts
and washer doz. ad.

SWITCH ARMS ... ... ...each 6d.
SCREWED ROD, 2 B.A., t2 in.

EBONITE KNOBS, 2 B.A., each 2d.
VARIOMETERS .. 1/11 and 2/11

MATCH -BOX WIRELESS SET 101d.
PACKET OF a ASSORTED

CAT'S WHISKERS . aid.
WINOPHONE POCKET WIRE-

LESS SET . 1/.
GALVANIZED PULLEYS 41d.
MOUNTED TALITE 9d.
BASKET COILS, set of 4 up to

2,000 metres ... 1/9

Stamps to cover postage

Wholesale Warehouse: BRAHAM (Houndschtch), Ltd., 90, Houndsditch, E.1
c,r)-

200, BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2
(Next door to "Dirty Dick's.')

Open All Day Saturday. '1'71 London If 'bolt, 4054

Were End -

23, NEW STREET, W.C.
(St. Martin. Lanel

Open All Day Saturday. 'Phone-Gerard, 6,81

VALVES
GUARANTEED

Save
Money

MARCONI I R

MULLARD ORA

COSSOR P 1

IT WILL

NEW

PAY YOU
TO

WRITE
FOR

PRICES

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

111

EDISAriN A R

B.T.H. R

COSSOR P 2

ALL GOODS CARRIAGE PAID UNITED KIAGDOM.

COIL HOLDERS, EBOiNITE, MATT FINISH,
With Extension Handles.SPECIAL. LINE

2 Way . 4/6 ; Usu I Pric3 . 7/-
3 Way .. 7/6 ; 99 10 6

FILAMENT RESISTANCES (5 ohms),
Smooth and Silent, Wonderful Value

L.F. TRANSFORMERS, RATIO 1-4,
No Distortion or Flowing 2/-

Primary:5.000, Secondary 20,000 Turns, wound with Sin.Coyered Wire.

1, 9

DIRECT RADIO SUPPLIES
40/41, WINDSOR HOUSE,

 ""es &' 1' (Es to 6° WESTMINSTER. S.W.1Crossed Barclay's Bank. Ltd.
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RADIOGRAMS (continued from tags 64)
different parts of the country "was receiv-
ing early attention." "We expect, how-
ever," continues the letter, "that'it will be
the policy of the. Post _Office to ask us..to
establish relay- stations iii the big iddus-
trial centres first." The correspondent
only wants to know now if the B.B.C. con-
sider Liverpool "a big industrial centre."

A wireless station, has been Loperied at
Cheribon, Java, for communication with
shipping.

le

It is stated that a lady living in Minne-
apolis, U.S.A.l; is applying for a divorce
on the ground that her husband suffers
from "radiomania. Petitioner states that
since her husband took to wireless' two
years ago he has' spent 'all his time with
his set, and kept .his wife and daughter
awake at all hours of the night.

Below are quoted extracts from a radio-
gram received by the Zenith Radio Cor-
poration, Chicago, from Captain Mac-
Millan, who is on an expedition in the
Polar regions : "Am very thankful that
Aztic exploring shipBowdoin is equipped
with complete Zenith radio apparatus.
Here at top of world in darkness of Great
Arctic night, isolated as we are from even
outposts of civilisation, radio has con-
quered solitude, banished anxiety over
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THE "WORK" HANDBOOK

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND
TELEPHONY

TELLS YOU HOW wireless works, and how
to make a complete range of crystal and
valve receiving apparatus.

IT IS ONLY EIGHTEENPENCE,
But it is the Best Yet!

Omni. & COMPANY, LIMITED, LA BELLE SALIVAGF,
LONDON, E. C4.

welfare of friends and relatives at home.
We have already listened to stations prac-
tically all over the United .States, from
Europe, and even from far -away Honolulu
-music, vocal and instrumental,. speeches,
prayers, sermons are penetrating 'the
Auroral belt and reaching little /3owddi#
fast -frozen in ice eleven degrees and a half
from the North Pole. We are almost as
incredulous as Eskimos that this can be
so. Radio has united the ends of the
earth."

111

At a general meeting of the 'Western
Telegraph Company, Ltd., a. shareholder.
stated that he thought it would be an
advantage if they (the company) "went in
for a little propaganda in which it would
be clearly shown how futile was wireless
in comparison with the cable." Sir J. D.
Pender replied that he did not want it to
be said that the cable companies were
against wireless, and he thought it was
probable that the two interests would have
to come together in the future.

DECEMBER 15 1923

Presiding at the annual "dinner of the
Metropolitan POlice Courts' Officials
Benevolent Society, Mr. C. Ii. Francis,
the Westminster magisirate, said that : "It
has happened to me many times .when I
have finished the arduouS work at West-
minster that I have bp'entoId there is no
magistrate at the South -Western Court, or
.that the magistrate at Lambeth has lost
his voice, and I have been:told to go to one
of those Courts. Why should I go ? Why
not put the wireless on at Westminster?
I could then hear applications by wireless,
fine ' drunks,' and ifrthere.Was a very dis-
orderly `drunk'givehim fourteen
days. The wireless' ould be agood thing
for such a man,:,' Mr. Francis observed
amid. laughter, "for if I saw him I might
possibly give him a month."

Spectacle -frames ofteA ,bteome bent and
distorted so that the user has difficulty in
keeping the lenses id 'correct: PoSition
before the eyes.- How this ;'nay be corrected
and other simple repairs are dealtWith in
an illustrated article appearing in- the
current issue of " Work " (jd.): Other
articles appearing in this .'ntirriber rare :
"Living Marionettes. Up, to Date"; "A
Magical Cabinet"; "Sharpening and Set-
ting a Plane"; "Sound -wave Toys";
"More Novel Tricks for Christmas" ; "An
Arc L'amp for the MagicLlaritern"; "The
White Magic -of _Chemistry"; "The Six
Dice-A New Game"; "Home-made Gas
Blowpipe."
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TrueMusiC
Loud Speakers

Clear as Crystal
Headphones

.4:"
"---sNWlreless

If unable to obtain locally.
write to us direct.

THE TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
Hollingsworth Works, Dulwich, London.

British Empire Exhibition. Wembley. 1924.
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DiSTINCTIVECHRISTMAS
PRESENTS at a reasonable price
Here are two examples of the excellent
"Abbiphone" value. Distinctive-cut
of the rut-they combine the certainty
f satis.action with moderate prices.

itecau,e they are different and always
better Abb.phone" V%, tre less p °ducts
are always welto,r.e Xmas Gilts.

The "Abbiphone" Crystal
Receiving Set.

Type C.R.I.
An efficient instrument mounted in a polished
mahogany case. Easily tuned by turning
one knob and the most sensitive spot on the
crystal is immediately found by means of our
Spec:al Crystal Detector. The Reception
distance exceeds 25 miles.

Price 1 1 : 1 : 0(B. B.C. Tax r/ -extra)
The "Abbiphone" Crystal

Receiving Set.
Type C.R.IIP.

Mounted in a compact polished mahogany
box, this is a particularly use ul set, having
a reception range of approximately 3o miles.
Simple to tune by means of an ebonite handle
controlling our well-known Variometer.
Complete with our patented Crystal Detector
and Tuning Buzzer (enabling the crystal to
be adjusted prior to Broadcasting).

(B.B.C. Tax I/. raePuice) £3:10: 0xt

Receiving Se!s, from Tole. to 85 guineas.
Catalogues on application. Airy a coal-

plete range of accessories.

ABBEY INDUSTRIES LTD.,
Abbey Wood, London, S.E .2

I i'esi End Dept: Telephone:
Son. Strand. Woo: wish, 538

City Dlots: Telezrams:
Cr, Ma) k Lane. Abbinseries,

Atwood, London."

WIRELESS PRODUCTS

"ABBIPHONE.-

The "Service" You Desire!
HERE, as to Wireless, you may see all that is Good
and New-get Special Bargains --Easy Payment Terms
-Advice. It is the Centre you may have been
looking for-where you can meet your needs to best
advantage, or just chat with an Expert as to any-
thing troubling you. A pleasant, helpful Service!
We are Specialists in LISSEN, IGRANIC,DU BILIER,
POLAR, BURNDEPT, G.E.C. and other leading
apparatus.

A FEW BARGAIN OFFERS
We have constantly on offer Bargains in Special
Lines or Goodswhich havebeen slightly soiled through
Demonstration Use. Here are a few instances :-
Sterling Crystal Cabinet includ

ing One Pair of Headphones, 12 : 5: 0
Service 2 -Valve Panel ... 3 : 0 : 0
Cosmos 2 -Valve, absolutely com-

plete, enclosed in Cabinet ... 18:0:0
Sterling Telephone Transformets11 : 3
G.R.G. Phones, 4 000 ohms ... 17:6
The above are a few o f dozens. Call if you can, or Write for
List of Jpecial Bargains and Wireless Service Catalogue- D"

eirritce"
ezinloctfiray.

Wireless Department,

292-3, High Holborn, London, W.C.1
R.14.

&Latta. Wss

offers litabio Press
BOOKS AT HALF PRICE

BECAUSE we feel that you have only to
read one copy of "WIRELESS WEEKLY"
to appreciate its technical superiority

over all other weekly wireless Magazines, we
are prepared to offer a big inducement to
get you to give it a trial. Commencing with
the current issue, we are producing six
special numbers containing special articles
including a series dealing with dual amplifi-
cation-both practical and theoretical-
-written by John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.
(Editor of " WIRELESS WEEKLY "). Each
one of these six issues will contain a coupon
and if you send these six coupons up to
Radio Press, Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2,
you will be entitled to purchase at half.
price, any one of our 17 wireless books.
Thus the value of these coupons is worth
to you anything from 3d. to 5/- according
to your selection, quite apart from the value
of the special six issues of " WIRELESS
WEEKLY."

Be sine to purchase your copy of this superior
Weekly to-day-lid. at all Newsagents.

HAND THIS ORDER TO YOUR NEWSACENT.

I Please supply the next six issues
of " WIRELESS WEEKLY"

I to :

I Name

I Address

SPECIAL NOTE.

4

4
I.

4

4

We appreciate the fact that
we may have considerably
under -estimated the demand
for this issue of "WIRELESS
WEEKLY " and that you
may not be able to get a
copy.
To safeguard you, however,
we shall repeat the coupon
in the seventh issue, so that
even if you miss this week's
issue you can still partici-
pate by commencing with
the December 19th issue.

PAVA.N. ATAI

el

J.

..snra
Gi.'8,1 Art.
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DOINGS

Honor Oak Park Radio Society
lion. Sec.-G, J. PRICE, 22, Honor Oak Park.
AN interesting lecture and demonstration on " Dual
Amplification" was given on Nov. 3o by Mr. Voigt,
the well-known authority in this branch of wireless
research.

At the last weekly meeting Dr. J. Russell Higson
gage a lecture on "Sound Distortion." He ex-
plained the principles of energy and motion in re-
lation to sound, and then gave a very full account
of the prodaction of the human voice and the action
of the ear for reproducing these sounds and trans-
mitting them to the brain.

Barking and District Radio Society.
Hon. Sec.-C. R. WILLETT, Congregational School-
room, Barking.
AT a meeting of the society held on Nov. 26 Mr.
R. C. Jones gave a lecture on " The Thermionic
Valve." The lecturer described the workings of the
earlier type of two -electrode and later the three -
electrode valve, together with their underlying prin-
ciples. Mr. Jones then discussed the working of
the valve, its various functions in receiving and
transmitting apparatus.

On Nov. 3o an interesting discussion on the_ re-
ception of American broadcast telephony and
amateur transmissions was led by Mr. J. A Part-
ridge (2 K F), who related how he frequently rises
at 2 a.m.' and on these occasions is nearly always
successful in picking up a transmission emanating
from 'across the Atlantic. Mr. T. Allison (5 P U)
also reported that he had had similar success.

Manchester Wireless Society
Hon. Sec. -1,. W. P. EVANS, 2, Parkside Road, Prin-
cess Road, Manchester.
ON Nov. 15 Capt. Hollingvvorth lectured on the sub-
ject of "Amplifiers." He commenced with the sub-
gestion that Ir. would endeavour to prove why
amplifiers did not amplify, and by a series of lucid
explanations succeeded in pointing out in a very
non -technical manner the several drawbacks which
prevent users from obtaining the full percentage of
amplification which is in most cases expected. In

690
.

the lecturer's opinion the greatest enemy of ampli-
fiers, and incidentally, the experimenter, is " stray
capacity" in the circuit, and it was eery clearly
illustrated how this could- be overcome to a great

\ tent, but even then only a small percentage of
amplification could -be expected., In the design of
transformers (L.F.) the intercapacity action between
the windings was far more important than the mag-
netic flux. Invariably an amplifier will not amplify
until it is forced, and then it overdoes it to such an
extent as to cause... distortion. In using three stages
of L.F. it was the rule to expect a 5 to r step up
in each case, but it was considered lucky to obtain
a maximum total of 25. The only way to obtain more
amplification was to employ more H.T. and negative
grid -bias, and this meant that the L.F. transformers
should be of robust construction and of good insu-
lation resistance. Correct grid potential on rectifier
was essential. The most important circuit of all
amplifiers is the resonance or aerial circuit, and this
should be of the very lowest resistance, and prefer-
ably nothing finer than 20 s.w.c. should b2 used.
One incident was mentioned in which it was stated
that the best reception had been obtained on a
single turn of thick wire as aerial .coil and a one
microfarad condenser in parallel.

Radio Society of Highgate
Hon. Sec.-J. F. STAN1 y, 49, Cholmeley Park,
Highgate, N.6.
ON Nov. 30 a lecture was given by Mr. J. F. Stan-
ley, entitled " Distortion in Valve Receivers." It
was shown how distortion can and does occur in
high -frequency circuits, and how the use of reaction -
increases this distortion by reducing the time con-
stant of the circuit. The behaviour of a valve was
then considered when acting as a rectifier, and the
relative merits of anode rectification and grid recti-
fication were discussed from the point of view of
the amount of distortion caused. .

Tottenham Wireless Society
Hon. Sec.-S. J. GLYOE, 137, Winchelsea Road, Bruce
Grove, Tottenham, Ni..
ON Nov. 28 Mr. J. Kaine-Fish gave the second of
his series of lectures on the " Fundamentals of Wire-
less," his special subject being " Condensers." The
lecturer dealt with both the theory and practice of
the use of condensers, explaining methods of deter-
mining capacity.

City of London Phonograph and. Radio Society
Hon. Sec.-J. W. CRAWLEY, 27, Ilor sham Avenue,
N.I2.
ON Nov. 3o a demonstration was given by Mr. T.
Allison (5 P U). Using a straightforward circuit,
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det. and t L.F. (power.valve) with iro H.T., with a
frame aerial, the demonstrator proved to those of
us who had hitherto looked upon the loud -speaker as
a necessary evil that purity of tone and faithfulness
to. the original Can be obtained such as no gramophone
can give. The Ioud-Speaker used was .a "Brown,"
and the demonstrator showed that the distortion
commonly heard is not the fault,of .the loud -speaker.

North Middlesex Wireless Club.
Hon. Sec.-H. A. GREEN, too, Pellatt Grove, Wood
Green, N.22.
ON Dec. 1, by the courtesy of the 'authorities, a
party of members of the club spent a very instruc-
tive and enjoyable afternoon at the National Phy-
sical Laboratory. It is impossible to see more than
a small section of the laboratory in a single visit,
but those who were fortunate enough to be able to
join the party were taken over the departments
dealing with the testing of hulls of ships and aero-
planes, fine measurements and wireless research,

The West London Wireless and Experimental
Asoociation

Hon. Sec.-H. W. COTTON, 19, Bushey Road, Hayes,
Middx.

 AT a meeting held on Nov. no Mr. P. Lowry-
' Mullings read a paper before the members present
entitled " Crystals. for Wireless Reception."

ANNOUNCEMENTS
"Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Edited by

Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday imme-
diately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d. ; 6 months,
es. 9d.,* 12 months, 17s. 6d. Postal Orders, Post
Offi Oce rders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co., Ltd.

General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly
considered, and if used will be paid for.

Queries should be addressed to the Editor. and
the conditions printed at the head of "Our Infor-
mation Bureau" should be closely observed.

Communications should be addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, Thu Advertisement
Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur Wirelrss,"
La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4.

---ALLOWS
The " Fellocryst" Super receiving set is a simple
and reliable crystal set for broadcasting recep-
tion between 300 and 500 metres, up to a range
of from 15 to 20 miles.
It comprises an ebonite panel mounfed in an
oak cabinet, tuning coil, silicon crystal detector,
variable condenser, 4,000 ohms double head-
phones, 100 ft. aerial, 2 insulators.

Price £3 - 7 -6 Plus B.B.C.
Tax - 1( -

The "Lightweight " Headphones weigh under
6 ozs., and are extremely comfortable. With
the special spring adjustment the earpieces may
he moved into any desired position or separated I

without the use of adjusting nuts. This fitting
is specially designed not to tear the hair.
Wound to 4,000 ohms, they are very sensitive
and are well made with duralumin head bands,
stalloy diaphragms, etc.

Price 18/6
- Advt.: Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., London, N.W.W

(PS
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-HULLO EVERYBODY!!
CALLERS' COLUMN

Buy Best Goods at Low Prices
No Post Orders at these Prices

large ... 2 for
Switch Arms ... 8d., 9d., 10d.,
Filament Resistances ... 1/8, 1/10, 2/-,
Igranic Resistances ...
Igranic Vernier ...
4 Cat's -Whiskers, one gold ...
Single Basket Coil Holders
Variable Grid Leaks ...
Bretwood Variable Grid Leaks, guaranteed

3 years 3/ -
Pin Terminals, screw pattern, 1/3 doz., 2 for 3d.
Spade Terminals, screw pattern, 1/3 doz., z for 3d.
Shaw's Genuine Hertzite 9d., 1/ -
Grid Leaks and Condensers, .0003, 3/-, 2/3, 2/.

Valve Sockets, with shoulder ... doz. I/ -
Basket Coils, Duplex Waxless, set of 5 for 2/-
100,000 ohm Resistance ... 1/6
Variometer on Ebonite, ball rotor, wound,

D.C.C. 7/9
D.C.C. Wound Tapped Coils ... 2/-, 1/9, 1/6
Double Phone Cords ... pair Sid.
Wound Coils, 12 X 4, best quality 21/16

Wound Coils, 6 x 3, best quality
D.P.S.T. Switches, special
S.P.D.T. on Ebonite 1/8 to 2/3
D.P.D.T. on Ebonite 1/11 to 2/9
2 B.A. Rod, 12 in. ... 2 for 5d.
Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils ...

.

5/6
Plug and Socket, brass ... pair 14d.
Fixed Condensers .01

Pocket Lamp Batteries (best) ... ...6 for 2/3
Special Filament Resistance, very fine value 2/.
D.P.D.T., Nickel Switches for panel mounting 2/-
Fil. Res. Dials, 0-10 ... 7d.
Real Ebonite Slider Knob and Plunger .. 6d.
Set of Names (12), engraved black or white 6d.
Insulated Hooks
Copper Foil ... ... per foot 4d.
Best Zincite and Bornite pair 1/ -

Dutch Valves (vertical) ... ... 6/8
Dutch Valves (horizontal) ... 6/11
Xtraudion Valves (E.E.C.) - 15/ -
Ebonite Turned Valve -Holder and Nuts

Tinned Copper, 16, 18, 20 gauge in stock.
Forme Fit. Resistances, best ... 2/6
Accumulator (Rotax), 6 v. 80 amp. ... 33/-

4 v. 40 amp. ... 17/6
4 v. 60 amp. ... 21/ -

Rubber Lead-in Wire, to yd.

Terminals (comp. with Nuts), Telephone, doz. 1/ -
Large W.O. ... 4 for 514., doz. 113
W.O. Pillar ... ... 4 for 5d., doz. 1/3
Small Pillar Id. each, doz. 9d.
Switch Arm, In Studs and Nuts, the lot 1/ -
Small Variometers, 250/650, with knob and

3/-, 2/8, 2/4
Larger Variometers, 250/650 ... 4/9, 3/9, 2/11
Igranic Variometer, Ebonite, 350/650 15/-
2 -Way Coil Holders, for Duolateral Coils, 5/6, 4/6
3 -Way Coil Holders, for Duolateral Coils, 6/11, 6/11
Phillips R. Type Valves ... ... 8/ -
Stop Pins, with shoulder ... z a ld., doz. 5d.
Fixed Condensers to .001 ... 10d.
Fixed Condensers to .095 ... ... 1/3
Fixed Condensers .006 up to .01 ... ... 1/6
Valve Pins ... doz. 6d.
Valve Sockets ... ... doz. 9d.
2, 4, 5 B.A. Nuts ... 3 doz. fid.
Basket Coils ... Set of 6 2I
Spade Terminals
Vario Coupler, with Knob, Wound D.C.C. 4/11
Class Enclosed Whisker Detector ... 1/6
High -Class Whisker Detector (large), en -

Fine Perikon, 2 Crystals, enclosed ... 3/ -
Small Perikon, 2 Crystals ... 2/ -
Bell Wire, D.C.C., 1.0. 2 og. to yds. 6d.
Twin Flex 12 yds. 1/7, 4 yds. 7d.
Plug Coils, Ebonite ... 1/-, 9d.
Extra Quality, ditto on base 1/., 1/3
Pillar Terminals, Nut and Washer, 2 B.A.,

6d.
1/-
2/3
4/6
7/-

4d.
1/41
1/5

BRITISH MAKE.
Fully Assembled.
Aluminium Ends.
Ebonite Bushes.
Narrow Spacers.
Metal to Metal

Bearings.
Ebonite Dial and
Knob, complete

as sketch.

' 001 ... 7/6
' 00075 6/9
'0005 5/9
'0003 5/2

,

4000 Brunet ..
4,000 N. & K. ...
4,000 , ., Lightweight
Premier 'B.B.C. 4,009 ohms, very fine

Post, ii- pair.

RAYMOND
Variable Condensers

Without Dial.
'001 ... 6/6'00075 5/6
'0005 ... 4/9'0003 ... 4/2'0002 ... 3 -
'0001 2/8
Fully assembled with knob,
pointer, bush. screws and
connections, aluminium end

Plates.
Reg. Yost and Pacicing, 6d. Set. Foreign

Post 2s. Set

HEADPHONES
4,000 ohms  Sidpe " genuine ... ... 14/9

... 16/.
17/6
14/9

11/11
value ... 16/11

ERICSSON EV Type Phones
4,000 ohms. Thousands sold last seasan.

Lovely tone. 13/9 per pair.
Post, I/. pair.

VALVES
MARCONI D.E.R. .

EDISWAN A.R.D.E.
EDISWAN, COSSOR P.1
MULLARD ORA
MARCONI R

Post each.

L.F. Intervalve Transformers
5-1 Radio Instruments, W. (1) .., 25/-
5-1 Igranic (shrouded)... (2) ... 21/-
5-1 Formo (shrouded 18/-) (3) plain 15/-
5-1 Raymond ... .. 12/6
On Transformers (I), (a) and (3) goods to the value of Id.

in the r/- given free to callers.

H.T. Batteries (very best only) -
60 v. with plugs ... ... 9/6, 10/6, & 12/6
36 V. ... 5/- & 5/6

CRYSTAL SETS
B.B.C. " Entohophone," very compact, 8 by 6 crys-

tal set, wonderfully effective, 25/-.
Or with phones, etc., ready to fix up, 39/11.

Post, 1/-.

Simplex Crystal Set, 12/6. Simple, cheap and
efficient.

Single Valve Sets, ready to fix up, £5 105. etl.
ALL PREVIOUS LISTS CANCELLED.

aiiminimminmunimmintimmu

R ICHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S
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POST ORDER COLUMN
NO POST ORDERS except for goods in
this column, and at prices marked, which
include all post, rail and packing charges,

U.K. only.
ALL ORDERS EXECUTED AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE MOMENT, IN STRICT ROTATION.

Accumulators, high-class goods, 4 v. to amps 23/ -Fixed Condensers,
Fixed Condensers, .002 to .005 ... 1/8
Fixed Condensers, .006 2/.
Ebonite Valve Holders, 8 nuts. each 1/6, 3 for 4/.
Ebonite Dials and Knob, turned ebonite 2/- 2/6
D.P.D.T. Switches, small size, on ebonite base 3/3
S.P.D.T. Switches, small size, on ebonite base 2/9
Variable Grid Leak (Bretwood), guar. 3 years 3/6Variable Grid Leak, pencil pattern ... 2/6Twoway Coil Holders, 3 qualities, all good

5/6, 6/6, 7/8
Three-way ditto, as above ... 6/9, 7/6. 8/9
Twin Flex for Extension Leads
Grid Leak and Condenser, .0002,

12 yds. 2/3
. 0003, .0005 219Grid Leak, a megohms 1/4

Pin Terminals, screw pattern, for phon,

Spade Terminals, screw pattern, for phone
1/.

1/.
Ebonite Coil Plugs, high-class article, each 1/3,

6 foe 6/9
4 Cats -whiskers (gold, silver, etc.) ... ... 6d.
Bell Wire, D.C.C., I.R.C. so yds 1/-
100,000 ohms Resistance 2/6
Switch Arms, very good quality, complete

with 12 studs ... 2/ -
Valve Sockets, polished, with shoulder and

doz. 1/6; 3 doe. 4/ -
Shaw's Genuine Hertzite Crystal ... 1/6
Double Phone Cords, with screw terminals ... 1/6
Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils, on stand ... 6/ -
Basket Coil Holders, single, with coil plug 2/9
Filament Resistances (not cheap rubbish) 2/6, 2,6, 3/ -
Very Special ditto (limited number) 2/4
Terminals, Telephone, with nut, doz. 1/9 ; 3 doz. 4/ -
Terminals, Large W.O. pattern, with nut

doz. 1/9; 3 doz. 4/ -
Terminals, Large Pillar, with nut doz. 1/9, 6 doz. 8/ -
Terminals, Extra Large 2 B.A., with nut

6 for 2/6; doz. 4/6
Variometers and knob, 250/650
Basket Coils up to 3,500 metres set of 6 2/6
Spring Washers ...
Crystal Detectors, all best quality, not 3Judtc'ikz..

Enclosed, large whisker ... 3/3
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, smaller whisker 2/9
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, large, Perikon,

2 crystals ... 3/9
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, slightly smaller

ditto ... .

Many Other Detectors, open type 2/., 2/6, 2/9, 3/.
L.F. Intervalve Transformers, Radio Instru-

ments, Ltd. ... 25/ -LE. Intervalve Transformers, lgranio

L.F. Intervalve Transformers, Formo, 18/ & 15/
L.F. Intervallic Transformers, Raymond 13/9

10/.
15/-
1/.
1/10

14 1321 .9660

18/6

13/9
17/11

Vanometer on Ebonite Ball Rotor ... ...
Igranic Variometers, Inside Winding ... ...
Sets of 12 name tabs, black or white ... ...
2 B.A. Nuts ... ... ... ... per gross
Real Ebonite Slider Knob and Plunger ...
Insulating Sleeving, all colours 6 yds.
Amplicn Jnior Loud -speaker ... ... ...
Best Knobs, Bushed n B.A  4 forBrunet Phones, 4,000 ohms ... ... . ...
N. and K. Standard, 4,00o ohms ... ... ...
N. and K. Lightweight, 4,000 ohms ... ...
B.B.C. Best Phones, 4,000 ohms ... .. ...
D.P.D.T. Nickel Switches for panel mount-ing.

TRADE AND RADIO CLUBS SU,2PLIED.
I advertise what I sell, and sell what I advertise.

HONEST GOODS AT THE RICHT PRICE.
Right Reserved to Return Cash.

Send for post list.

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2
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HOURS
OF BUSINESS :
DAILY - - 9 to 7.45

= SUNDAYS, 10.30 to 1 -7='-
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mateur Wireksi COUPON
Available until Saturday,

December 22,1923.
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WHEN you come up against a knotty problem
in wireless, don't worry about it -don't
trouble to seek advice from your friends, but

get a copy of " 50o Wireless Questions Answered."
2/6, from any bookseller. You will find it a won-
derful help. Certainly it will save its cost many
times over.

Other good Radio Press books include:
Wireless for All.

John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P. 6d.
Simplified Wireless.

John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P. 1/ -
How to Make Your Own Broadcast Receiver.

John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P. 1/8
How to Erect Your Wireless Aerial.

B. Mitten, A.M.I.E.E. 1J -

The Construction of Wireless Receiving
Apparatus. P. D. Tyers 1/6

The Construction of Crystal Receivers.
Alan L. M. Douglas ... 1/6

How to Make a " Unit" Wireless Receiver.
E. Redpath 2/8

Pictorial Wireless Circuits.
Oswald J. Rankin ...

Wireless Valves Simply Explained.
John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.

Practical Wireless Valve Circuits.
John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.

Radio 'Valves and How to Use Them.
John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.

500 Wireless Questions Answered.
-G. E. Redpath

12 Tested Wireless Sets.

1/6

2/6

... 2/6

2/6

2/6

2/6
More Practical Valve Circuits.

John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P. 3/6
Home-btdlt Wireless Components ... ... 2/6
Elementary. Text -book on Wireless Vacuum

' Tubes. John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P. 101-

112abio peso, Ltb.
DEVEREUX COURT, STRAND, W.0 .2

CABINETS YOU WANT
PICKETT'S CABINETS -they're goOd
value, front 1/0 each, highly polished.
Cabinet (A.M.), Works, Albion Rd.,
Bexley Heath, S.E. Write for Ras.

THE BEST CHRISTMAS GIFT

N el, ,....s.
,,...:_.M.o.st Popular
Vatter, Cltaa

What could be more acceptable t o a RADIO EN THU-
SIAST ? Will,charge a 3 or 6 -cell Battery overnight
fromanalternating Current Supply fora FEW PENCE
No more trouble in taking the Battery to a Service

IStation for charging! Will charge H.T. Batteries also.
Clip on after EVERY CONCERT and always enjoy
MAXIMUM RECEPTIVITY AND CLARITY

OVER 150,000 IN USE
ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES

Ask your Dealer for Leaflet Tor.
THE CARPAX COMPANY, LTD.,Iiilareisigate, MANCHESTER

ABERDEEN
WIRELESS AUCTION

An excellent opportunity for amateurs, experimenters and
the trade to secure small Marge lots of wireless apparatus

AT

R. J. McKENZIE & CO., 9.1.9,,iUMEE27et,

Wednesday, Dec. 19, 1923, at 12 midday. On view, prior to
sale, Monday, Dec. 17, and Tuesday, Dec. 18.

Catalogues upon request.

(92

IORIGINAL POST
PAID HOUSE

4,000 ohms Corded

HEADPHONES

121-
Unequalled Value
Handphones 7/6

11111.11..11.111
Headphones B.B.C.
Nark 4,000 ohms
Sterling .. 25/ -

Brown's "F" . 25/ -
Siemens .. 25/.

"Dynaphones" 24/ -
Fellows .. 18/6
Airweight .. 18/-
120 ohm. ex -Govt.
Brown's "A".. 25/-
SuRivan'a 10/-

H.T. Batteries
With Wander Plugs
gov., 8/- 36v., 4/10
3ot., 4/. 15v., 2/-
4v. F.L. Btry. 6d.
66v. Ever-Rdy. 18/6
36v., 8/. 16v., 3/6

Siemens same price

Ebonite Panels.
Matt grountl edges
9"x 6' x 3/16' 1/10
9"x6"Xr 2/2
12" x 9' x 3/16.
12"X 9' xi' 4/8
12" x 12' X 3/16" 5/-
12' x x 5/9
15" X 9' X V 5/6
6' X 6" X }" 10d

Coil Plugs.
Moulded type Ild..
Ebonite .. 10d.

superior 1/3
Narrow type 9d.
Basket 1/6

Coil Boxes 1/9

Switches.
Trumbull on pore.
D.C.O. 4/6 .3.0.0. 3/-
D.P.S.T. . 3/3
S.P.S.T. -. 1/10
Ebonite S.C.O. 1/9

Tumbler II 1/3
Series parallel -
Double -arm 2/2
Dewar D.C.O. 3/3

D.P.S.T. 2/9
Utility 2 -way 4/_

6/-, 4w 5/-, Ow 8/.

Aerial Wire 7/22'..
100' Bright .. 2/9
100' Ewald... 8/9
 4 str. d bright 1/1

Rube. I4. -n. 4d. yd.
24 yards 1/20s

Bell Wire 8d.
Insulators.
Shell, 55- x 21" 6d.
Reel, 2',15d. Egg, 25.
Econ. type .. 1/6
Crystor type .. 1/3
Lead-in Tubes.
4' and 6' , 9d.
10' 1/8, 12' 148

Valve Holders.
Type A .. 9d.
Plain legs .. Sd.
Screwed 8 nuts 9d.
Ebonite 10d.
Polar type .. 1/8.

I WE APPRECIATE
POST ORDERS

No USA
Equal Make
1-12v. 1.35.4
Volt & Ammeter.

N.P. Pocket type.

516
Orders 5/6 Value

CARRIAGE PAID

British Wires, etc.
ewe. nec. SSC. DSC.

18 1/11 2/11 3/5
20 2/2 3/4 4/2

2224 22/11 339.M0 5417/

26 3/4 4/2 5/9
28 3/9 4/9 8/8
30 4/10 5/4 7/6
32 5/6 8/- 8/9

4306 187/-/- 14/8" 1284-

Transformer 12/-

Variable Leaks.

WFialtrtm6nel 00.7-5 meg. 24/6/-

N.P. Switch Sets.'

2/- S.C.O. 1/3
Heafflphone Cords 1/-
Ebonite, lb. 3/3
Jacks & Plugs 1/9
Jacks, 9d. Plugs, 1/3
Potentiometer, 300
ohms Ex -Govt. 9/6
Buzzers 2/6
Igranie Coils.

All sizes stocked
Lght. Aerates. 1/ -
Tapping Keys 2/-
H.F. Transformers.
Tangent 6/6
Oojah 900 m. 5/6

 600 do 300m. 4/6
Formers only 1/6
6 Basket Coils 2/ -
Ebonite Dials.
Engraved 3' Sd.
Knobbed type 1/2
21" P11, type 7d.

knobbed 1/2
Mica .002.
3'x2'1/- 3' x 15"da .
Crys. Detector 1/3

glass
enclosed 1/6

Condenser Part,
-

Vanes,Vanes, doz. ed.
Spacers, 3d. & 2d.
Ebonite knobs 4d.
Valves.
Ora, Com?
B.T.H. Ediswan
Marconi " R "

D.E.R.
Peanut A DE3
Xtraudion
Valves repaired

15/-
I5/-
15/-
27/8
30/-
15/-
,8/ -

All in Stock.
Orders under
Packing, etc.;

5/13
Bd.

DECEMBER 15, 1923

ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS for "Amateur
Wireless" are accepted up to first post on Friday
morning for following week's issue, providing space is
available.

Ebonite Geared P REPAID ADVERTISEMENTS'
2 -Coil -holder,

- Panel Type,
Advertisements under this head arc charged7/6 THREEPENCE pER WORD, minimum charge

A Micro -vernier THREE SHILLINGS.
'-

Adjust:Went

L.E. Transformers.
Radio Inst. 25/-
Silvertown . 21/-
Igranic 21/. & 20/-
Burndept . 25/ -
Auckland .. 18/8
Reliability .. 12/-
Xtraordinary.. 10/ -
Tangent .. 15/ -
Midget .. 8/-

Var. Condensers.
.001 panel type 7/8
-00075 7/-
.0005 8/-
.0003 4/9
.0002 4/-
Knobbed dial 1/- ex.
Vernier, no dial 2/6
5 vane, 8/8 7 vane 3/6
" Polar types" 14/ -

Terminals.
M1ILN.P. or P. 2d.
4B.A. Btanded. 2d.
4B.A. 6 piece 15d.
Spade type, doz. 4d.
Telephone type 2d.
Multiphone 9w. 1/-

6 -way 1/8
Refty spring 6d,
2B.A. Small type, id.
Contact Studs id,
Spring Washers id.

Coil Holders,
Ashley fixed 2/0

moving 8/6
Igranie 3 Set 8/6
Ebonite 3 coil 0/-

2 coil 4/ -
Anode Holder 1/ -

FR, Resistances.
Good quality
Igranic ..
Igranic Ver.
Burndept
Zenith
3 -Valve type
Spirals only
Formers only

1/6
4/6
7
4/-

/-

4/-
3/6
9d.
7d.

Accessories.
Connectors Pore. 3d.
2 -Wire Malenco 6d.
Gal pulley 7d.
Alum pulley 148
Valve sockets IA.
Valve Pine ld.
Crystal Cups 2d.
P. Wax block
Resin Bolder 3d,
Blotofles tube.
All sizes, yd. ad.

 Tape, yd. Id.

Condensers.
DUI:alder (usual
Mnilard prices)
Blocking type, 9d
With leak 1/6
Mansbridge 1/36
mf. 9d. 2 mf. 1/8
Leaks 1-5m. 64
Resistances .. 9 d

Write for "Complete Supplementary Price List of Excep-
tional Values," sent Post Free. (9%L -New Issue.)

J. H. TAYLOR & CO., REa Engineers,d

Macaulay Street, Huddersfield.
Telephone: 340. Telegrams : " Thorough," Huddersfield.

DEC. 29

iii

GOES TO PRESS

DEC. 19

J
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DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility

for the bona fides of Advertisers in this publication
they have introduced a system of deposit which It
Is recommended should be adopted by readers
when dealing with persons with whom they are
unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Pub-
lishers the amount of the purchase money of the
article advertised. This will be acknowledged 10
both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose names
and addresses must necessarily be given. The
Deposit is retained until advice is received of the
completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In
addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
6d. for sums of£1 and under, and Is. for amounts
in excess of £1, to cover postage, etc., must be
remitted at the same time. In cases of persons
not rerseideenhtargwendh.in the United Kingdom, double
feesare

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be re-
mitted by Postal Order or Registered Letter
(Cheques cannot be accepted), addressed to

" AMATEUR WIRELESS,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

LA BELLE SAUVA,E, LONDON, E.C.4

WIRELESS INVENTORS. -Pants and Trade Marks
advice. Handbooks and Consultations free -King, Regd. Patent
Agents, 146A, Queen Victoria Street, London. Phone, 682 CentraL

[ a
LOUDSPEAKER HORNS. Guaranteed perfect acous-

tics. Enamelled Black Matt, complete with Polished Aluminium
Base for Receiver, 40. 13d. Post, etc., ls. Mitiland Radiophone
Co., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [6 r

B.B.C. CRYSTAL SETS (stamped). Agents wanted
for districts within 25 to 80 miles of any broadcasting station.
Prices from 7e. 9,1. to 139. 9d. each. Every set guaranteed. -
Simons, 100. Hounisditch, London. E.1. [7 e

AMPONITE crystal intensifying solution, clarifies crystals,
makes them highly sensitive. " Don't scratch," 9d. per bottle,
post paid. -Sole Proprietors, Homan Bros., 8, Mansfield Road,
Hampstead, London, N.W.3. [2 a
.91813841ITE," highest insulating panels, freedom from leakage,

12 in. a 9 in. x 3/16 in., 2s. 5d. ; 9 in. x 6 in. x 3/16 in. ,18. 5d. post.
free. Trade quoted 7 lb. upwards.- Croxsonia Co., 10, South
Street,e133IN

E.C.E2.TS made to order, mahogany or oak. Price[8on
If

receipt of sketch. -Carter, 7, Pembroke Road, North Wembley.
[9 r

WIRELESS SLEEVING for sale. cheap; excellent mat-
erial, in yard lengths. 12 lengths 2s. Gd., post free. -Martin
Evans, Sotuh Dock, Swansea.

40/30 FLEXIBLE RUBBER -COVERED COPPER
CABLE, lid. per yard. Postage, 3d. extra on 12 yds. roll. -
W. A. Burdett, Longford, Coventry. [10 r

SLOTTED DISCS, Variometer Formers, Condenser End
Plates. All specially hardened, black finish, Sample [dos.
pairs, 6s. Special quotations larger quantities. - Phan, 21;
Amersham Road, New Cross, S.E.14.

WIRELESS' CABINETS, any aloe made to order;
cheap. -Sydney 6F/inside, 114, Balfour Street, Oldham. [fiLOUD SPEAKER Crystal Set. We " Britzite." Sample,
ls. 3d. -Hayes Mfg. Co., 15, Summer Row, Birmingham. sS.VALIFE SETS, 50s. Amplifiers, from als.-Williamison,
8, Grove Road, LiverpooL [7 a

PETO-SSOTT Three -valve Set complete, 5 Units, 5 iseanic
Coils, H.T. Accumulator, Phones, B14 -Bartlett, 61, Soithbridge
Road, Croydon. [3s

SIONTAFONE,,, everything for wireless at wholesale
prices. Crystal set, works loud speaker 110. Catalogue, post
3d. Motor and wireless exchanges.-Montague's Motor Mart,
85, London Road, Manchester.

HOLROSE TRANSFORMERS. -We are offering
our famous transformers at remarkably low prices, guaranteed
to 'give excellent amplifying results free from distortion. Up-
right pattern, 12s. M. each; Flat pattern, 14a. each. Postage9d extra. Special terms to trade. Agents wanted. -The Ilcilrose
Mfg. Co., 43, Lonsdale Road. Kilburn, London, N.W.G. [5

141- LOUD SPEAKER 14/.
2,000 °ham, straight metal horn. Adjustable air -
gap, complete instrument, uprightmodei, post*

I% HOWE, 67, LITTLE HEATH, Charlton,' S.E.7-

ELECTRADIX
RADIO SERVICE
When you are tired of adverts. of Condenser

bits and foreign phones, read this:
WAVEMETERS, zoo in stock. all ranges, from £4. MILLI -
AMMETERS for grid control, 35s. VOLTMETERS, 50o in
stock, from 3 v. to i5oo v. DYNAMOS CHARGING, £3 10s.

H.T. £10.
NEW MORSE RECORDERS, cost Lao, for E610s. CABINETS,
ebonite panels, 10a. TESTING SETS £12. BUZZERS, 2s. 6d.
NEWTON ALTERNATORS, O. 8000 v. TRANSFORMERS,
£10. VALVE TRANSMITTING SETS, complete, £710&
Thousands of other beans to the Experimenter in stock. See
detailed advert. in " Wireless World" or send 3d stamp for

special cataligue.

LESLIE DIXON &CO.
9, Colonial Avenue, Minorles, E.1.
Nr. Aldgate Stn. It will fay you to call and view goods.
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OVER A MILLION SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
AVE MONEY BY STUDYING OUR ADVERTISEMENTS

ematzur Wireless

LLKAY WIRELESS CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE WIRELESS ST. RES

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

of CHEAP PRICE I:1111111111111 ,,,,,, 1111111 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
DISPLAY OF BARGAINS:CONSISTENCY OUR MOTTO

QUALITY, QUANTITY AND PIONEERSs SEE OUR SIX -WINDOW:

WIRELESS AND EVERYTHING FOR IT

El
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F LKAY Lightweight Headphones
4,000 ohms, all guaranteed, per pair . .

FELLOW S' New Lightweight
Phones, 4,000 ohms, stamped B.B.C.
SUPER PHONES, Light, Easy
Adjustment, 4,000 ohms, guaranteed
N & K (The genuine article),
4,000 ohms, all guaranteed ... Per pair

12/9
18/6
13/9
12/9

ALSO BROWN'S, BRUNET, THOMSON-HOUSTONR(French), ETC.

DUTCH VALVES ... ... 6/11 at 7/11
L.F. TRANSFORMERS, Ratio 5 to 1. All

guaranteed (postage IF) ... II/3

CRYSTAL DETECTORS ... 1/9, 1/3, & 104d.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, enclosed in glass

case ... ..: 2/6,'2/3, 1/6
AERIAL WIRE, 7/22, guaranteed hard -

drawn copper. 100 ft. (postage 10. ... 1/10)
CONDENSER VANES, fixed or moving,"

per doz. 3)d.
REAL COLD CAT'S WHISKERS ...each 2d.
REAL COLD CAT'S WHISKERS per doz. 1/5
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS ... ...each ld.
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS per doz. 7d.
CONDENSER SCALES, o to ifio ...each 31d.
IVORINE LABEL SET, 12differenttitles

the set old.
BASKET COILS, .seI ..4.. .up. to .3..099..

SLEEVING, 3 yds. assorted colours, for Hid.
NUTS, 2 B.A. perdov-2id.
NUTS, 4, 5, 6 and 8 B.A.... ... per doz. 2d.
WASHERS, 4 B.A. ... ... per doz. Id.
WASHERS, 2 B.A. perdoz. lid.
CONTACT STUDS, with Outs and

mashers ... per doz. 4d.

TERMINALS, eith nut and washers:
each Id., lid. g 2d.

EBONITE KNOBS, 2 B.A., each 2d. & 3d.
SPACING WASHERS, large ... per doz. ' 20.
SPACING WASHERS, small . per doz. lid.
CRYSTAL CUPS, 2 screw ... reach Id.,

CRYSTAL CUPS, 4 screw . ... ...each 2d.
FIXED CONDENSERS, all. capacities,

(melt 19ld.
EBONITE, cut to any size by machinery

.bile you wait . per lb. 3/6
TELEPHONE TERMINALS, nut; and

masher, each lid. ... per doz. 1/3
W.O. TERMINALS, nuts and washers,

each 2d.
per doz. 1/7

PANEL BUSHES, drilled ... ...each lid.

... per doz. 1/3
TOP CONDENSER bushes ...each Id.

... per doz. 9d.
BOTTOM CONDENSER bushes ...each ld.

per doz. 7d.
SWITCH ARMS, 4 laminations, ebonite

knob, complete with panel, bush. nuts,
and spring washer ...

STOPS. with nuts - er doz.
FILAMENT RESISTANCES, smooth

action, marvellous value
With engraved dials ...

8;0.
sp.

1/9
2//6

O Ei

ALL MAKES of VALVES in STOCK
MARCONI R, EENSWAN, MULLARD and COSSOR .1Icd and plain top)

DULL EMITTERS, Ediswan and Marconi 211_
Special packing and post 11. each extra EACH

State what Make of LOUD - SPEAKER you Require
EVERY TYPE IN STOCK

FILAMENT COMPLETE CIRCLE RE.
SISTANCE SCALES, o to 300 ...each

BELL WIRE, tinned copper, 12 yds.
VALVE LEGS, nut and washer ...each

pVALVE PINS, nut and waIter 7.deaczli
... per doz.

PLUNGER SPRINGS, complete ...each
SLIDER ROD, brass, 13 D. long, in.

square, drilled ... ... ...each
SLIDER KNOB ... . ...eaca
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.S.T

(quality the best) .. each
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.D.T.-

(quality the best) ... ... ...each
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, D.P.D.T.

(quality the best) ... ... ...each
CONDENSER SPINDLES, all sizes in

stork. from ... ... ...each
SCREWED ROD, 2 B.A., 12 in. long, each
SCREWED ROD, 4 B.A., 12 in. long, each
RUBBER  INSULATED LEADING -IN

WIRE . ... per yd.
VARIABLE GRID LEAK. (pencil type)
INSULATORS, white reel, 2 in., each Id., per doz.
IN3ULATORS, whir,- a z, each 2d, permloz.
WOUND INDUCTANCE CO111,5 (postage

6d.
6d.
1d.

10d
1d.
9d.
1d.

34d.
2d.

1/0

1/11

219

lid.
3d.

24d.

lid.
1/11

lid.
18

9c" 1R/8" 92734 81)!1211 61/x113 . 61X/32

TAPPED INDUCTANCE COILS, 20 tap-
pings, wound to 1,600 metres ...each 2/6

VARIOMETERS (Tube type), complete
ith knob -. -. 3/11 & 2/11

DOUBLE 'PHONE CORDS, full length ...11}d.
HERTZITE, Genuine, in box ...
TALITE, Genuine, in box
P RMANITE, Genuine, in box ...
ZINCITE, Genuine, in box ...
EORNITE, Genuine, in box ...
MIXED CRYSTALS (6 kinds) ...
CARBORUNDUM
ZINCITE AND BORNITE, both in box 1/ -
COIL PLUGS, real ebonite, 1/3, 104d., and Ind.
H.F. PLUG TYPE TRANSFORMER:

... 15o to 450 metres 3/3

2 250' to 700 ' 4/
3 ... ... 4/3

94,06.5o0

to
2

to
21030:0: 40/,69

6 . 2200 to 5600
EBONITE CONDENSER KNOB AND

DIAL 1/6

SUPER QUALITY 2 -WAY COIL
HOLDER 5/3

" DON'T PAY MORE AND GET JUNK
BUY FROM ELKAY'S WHERE YOU
"PAY LESS" AND GET THE GOODS

MAKE NO
MISTAKE

When calling see

that you ARE at

ELKAY'S
CORNER

51d.

CI

VARIABLE CONDENSERS of high
quality., With aluminium top and bot-
tom plates. Complete with knob and
dial, guaranteed accurate:

Vernier 4/.
4/.
4/6
5/6

6"-

IEBONITE 3 -WAY
/-

REAL COIL HOLLER 7/9
O.B.A. NUTS - per doz. 4d.
DETECTOR ARMS, Ball Joints, Ebonite

Handle and Whisker Holder ... 33d.
WOOD SCREW TERMINALS ,..each lid.
SHELLAC _

.per
hot. 100. & 6d.

AERIAL PULLEYS, each 101d., Sid., 6d. & 41d.
TINFOIL ...

...
large sheet ad.

COPPER FOIL, 6 in. wide .., per ft. 5d.
C RI D LEAKS, zi and 2 meg. .. t..each 10Id.
FLEX (Twin), various colours, per yd. 241.
CONNECTING WIRE, tinned copper, 20

gauge ... ... 3 yes. 2d.
ENAMEL WIRE, in 1, and 'lb. reels:

22 24 26 -28
per lb. 2/4 2/8 '3/2 3/6

Note: Bobbins 2d. each extra.
POTENTIOMETERS, guaranteed up. to

500 ohms, superior make, compact size 7/3
CRYSTAL DETECTOR, glass enclosed.

fitted on 4 x a ebonite panel with
terminals for aerial, earth and 'phones.
already wired and beautifully finished 4/9

VALVE HOLDERS ... ... each 10Id. & 1/3
BATTERIES, H.T., dry:

30 volts, including Wander Plugs 8/9.
en volts, including Wander Plugs ... 9/6:

A14ALGO-PLASTIC METAL, for fixing
crystals. No Wood's metal necessary Ed.

COLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL, for fix-
ing crystals ... Ed.

IVORINE NAME -PLATES, all readings,
each Id., per doz. 9d.

EARTH CLIPS, Copper, adjustable, each Bid.
FILAMENT RESISTANCES, smooth action,

marvellous 1/9
with engraved dials .. 2/6,

FILAMENT RESISTANCE DIALS 84d.
THE WONDERFUL TITANIC CRYSTAL

SET, stamped B.B.C., including r pair
of 4,000 ohms headphones, aerial wire,
insulators, leading -in wire, lead-in tub?,
earth clip, etc. Maker's price 3 guineas.
Our price .,. 33/9

MAIL ORDERS DESPATCHED SAME DAY
AS RECEIVED. NO WAITING
GOODS SENT to ALL PARTS of the WORLD

"ELKAY" WIRELESS CO.
225 and 227, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2

Open Saturday all day. To the Trade -New Trade Counter now open.
Please remit ample postage. We open Sundays 11-2.30. re- Telephone Nos. -CENTRAL 8544, RETAIL./ BISHOPSCATE 2313, Vvlsolesale.
SPECIAL TERMS TO RADIO CLUBS. Telegraphic Address: ELKAYWIRY AVE.. LONDON.

REMEMBER -DON'T PAY MORE!
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THE THRILL OF DISTANCETA

THERE IS

NOTHING LIKE
LISSEN radio frequency amplification for bringing in distant
stations.' Concerts from many cities come in with a certainty
which has to be experienced to be understood.
With-aerial reaction, always use one stage of LISSEN
REACTANCE (Prov. pat.). It obvia.es the need for using
a tight reaction coupling, and brings in the messages of dis-
tant stations cl,-ar and strong, because there are no peaks and
depressions in the amplifi ation range.

-

Its rapid tuning, ease of handling: simple adjustment and its
extraordinary efficiency, have made LISSEN REACTANCE
(Pros'? pat.). the mat widely used H.F. coupling. Every
stage added to a receiver gives great range and power. -It
MAKES H.F. AMPLIFICA1 10N EXTREMELY EASY
Takes -the place of plugin inconvenient plug-in trans-
formers. and bulky anode coils. As well as adding great range
LISSEN ' REACTANCE (Prov. pat ) steps up even the
loudeit of signals almost as much as a go..d audio frequency
transf rmer.'
Diagram with each shows the two easy connections-LISSEN
ONE - HOLE. FIXING, OF COURSE-switch already
moulted dispen es with drilling and soldering.

These prices now bring LISSEN
Reactance w:thin the reach of all.
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Sold previously for 32/6 and 2716
respectively. Large production,
brought about by greatly increased
demand, have now made it possible

to sell LISSEN Reactance at
for 50--fioa metres
range, with 6 -point

switch complete.

1 9/6 rfoarngle50-ztficoiTeotrieust

switch completPe.

A Sonlinel beside your Receiver-the 1 1S SENCEPTOR (Prov. pat.)
It stands beside your receiver and acts as an impassable

barrier to any unwanted signals and all interference. May be
built into a receiver or used outside it without a single altera-
tion in the wiring of any set being necessary. No losses owing.
to its design and windings. It is, however, important to use a
condenser to tune it which has low losses (preferably use the
LISSEN-MICA VARIABLE CONDENSER, .000s capacity, 17/6).
Attach this combination to any receiver and-FORGET THE
INTERFERENCE.

LISSENCEPTOR, Mark i type, for broadcasting
600 metre traffic 7/6

Note the price.
LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING-table or panel mounting.

Have' you been using
the wrong filament control ?
The beautiful stepless, noiseless
operation of ,the LISSENSTAT will
be a revelation to you.

See. how quiet your valves have
now become.' .Notice how gradu-
ally you can increase .your valve
current. See how quietly your valve

lights up, how quietly it goes out. Notice how
you can pass such 'a fractional current through
the filament that there is not the slightest trace
of a glow in the metal.' Here 'is a control at
last which gives perfect tuning adju'st4n,ent. For
long distance work your LISSENSTAT dill be

. essential-it .will add range to your receiver 'in
a way you- never thought filament control could.
The LISSENSTAT' saves your valves too. It is
easy to fit-goes in between anything. LISSEN

, one -hole fixing, of course. LISSEN- 7/6
STATS are sold at

LISSEN
Ccrrect
Grid
Potential

Use the LISSEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK-re-
sisteace_contiecously variable, to 6 megohms.
You can select the exact value of leak resistance.
In this way the charge that can accumulate on
the grid can be closely regulated so that the free
negative grid potential is always at the correct
value for the best operation of the detector valve.
The LISSEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK gives
great sensitivity in some circuits-in others and
with some valves variable grid control is not so
important.

Positive stops at maximum and minimum re-
sistance. Length 31 in.-pencil thickness-
LISSEN one -hole fixing, of course.
Note the price f,r LISSEN part 216

7/6

LISSENCEP

H.K.I.

LISSENCEPTOR
Intercepts

unwanted frequencies.

The

LISSEN variable ancde resistance,
20,000 to 250,000 ohms, posi- 2/6Nye stops both ways.

Build up beautiful tons qual:ty-
the LISSEN Ti transformer has a
coil Which would amplify by itself
without any iron core at all. It
should always be used immedi-
atelyvalve,-

price
behind the detector 30/.

Why the LISSEN '-use a good
transformer for the and and -ard
stages-impedance may be lower
and ratio higher-the' LISSEN T2
is recommended-may be 4,35/.
used throughout, of course. 4.

Successfully used in the
Reception of

AMERICAN TELEPHONY
' LISSEN REGENERATIVE -REACTANCE
(Pros. pat.) makes a receiver extremely sensi-
tive.. It replaces aerial reaction-is non-
radiating-replaces plug-in coilsit is lower in
cost than a set of coils to cover the  same
wide range-it is easier. to handle, one. knob
controls tuning and reaction-reception is often
possible 'with both aerial and earth connec-
tions dispensed with-cuts out the local station
and tunes in the others with full built-up
strength-Continental stations come in easily.
Introduced into the anode circuit, it forms an
unequalled first stage
H.F. Blue print with
each shows easy con-
nections-unbroken re-
generation possible
over the whole range
-iso to 4,000 metres.

Complete with in-
ternally connected

 switch-no soldering-
L I SS E N one -hole fix-
ing, of course.

£2: 12 : 6
Tune always with a
Vernier (preferably
use the LISSEN
VERNIER, barely

in. diameter, speci-
ally designed for fine
tuning in H.F. cir-
cuits, 31 in. long,
12/6).

LITTLE SWITCHES
THAT " CLICK" HOME
New LISSEN lines -two little switches that are the
neatest, handiest little things of their kind-small,
easily fixed, robust, positive movement-they "make"
with a reassuring"click." No capacity effect at all-
contacta whick are self-cleaning and wh:ch
do not short when changing over.
LISSEN plunger type cons- LISSEN plu'Igne tyro?.
bintel on and off and two SERIES PARALLEL
way switch (Prov. pat ),use- s w i t c It
tul for li T. or L.T. batteries (Prov.pat.),

or for any plain length 2 in.,
inter -stager in. base,
switching- LISSEN r' --E#14)

length, x I in., ONE -
barely r in. HOLE
amoss the base. FIXING,
LISSENone- O F
hole fixing, COURSE.
of course. Note
Note the el f11 the ea /ra
price A/ price /0

Vitae,
LISS

An excellent light I nsformer-i he LISSEN T3 is one of the best
 light transformers made. Compares wi h many expensive trans- 1616

formers because of its skilfully balanced design.

BIJILD_WITH ALL LISSEN PARTS-they go together easi
-,they include everything need to go behind your pan
-THEY ARE THE LARGEST SELLING PARTS.

LISSEN LIMITE6
16-20, Woodger Rd., Goldhawk Rd.
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
N.B.-Close to Goldhawk Road (Met.) Station, Shepherd's Bush (Central London), Hammersmith Tube,

. 'Phone 2339 Hammersmith

LISSEN PARTS-WEIL THOUGHT OUT, THEN WELL MADE
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